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Preface

Preface
In the beginning, branding was a term

This means that public relations (PR) and

For this reason, each chapter will also

used by farmers to recognize their

communication must change with the

include examples of trends to look into for

cattle. It served with the sole purpose

technological advances as well. So where

the future of your company. The examples

to identify the animal from one ranch to

do you take your company from here?

focus on weak signals in various topics,
and give an idea of what direction the next

another. Eventually, the idea transferred to
distinguishing different flour in a grocery

This interactive e-book will serve as a

successful ventures will be. Additionally,

store. It became an easy tool to decide

guideline for entrepreneurs, start-up

looking for successful businesses beyond

which product worked best as more people

companies and even businesses revitalizing

your own company is a wonderful way to

began distributing goods. Now, it seems

their brand to answer that very question.

bring new ideas to your company. For this

impossible to think of a world without

The chapters are filled with theories and

reason, there are international comparisons

branding. It extends to every area of life:

sources to provide the keys for success.

between three different countries in

products, services, people and religion.

Each chapter will additionally highlight

chapters 3 and 6.

Some brand names are even being used

important topics with explanations to

as a verb, such as “I need to Google

consider when enhancing your business to

Looking at the amount of things to

that” and “YouTube this”. As we enter

match this digital age. In the e-book, there

consider can seem like an overwhelming

the technological age, companies will be

will be clickable links that will guide you to

task. However, this e-book has been

responsible for creating a business that will

external sources and different chapters of

designed for entrepreneurs to easily find

stand out among the rest. It’s a daunting

the book to provide deeper understanding.

the areas they would like to improve on.
It’s possible to achieve immense success,

task as the amount of companies in the US
is growing faster than ever. On top of all of

To keep up with the changes, companies

as long as the company is willing to

this, we now have to add social media into

must be aware of the future and the world

consistently put the ideas from this e-book

the mix.

around them.

into commission.
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“Your brand is the
single most important
investment you can
make in your business”
- Steve Forbes
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Communication
in the Network
Society

Since entering the digital age, the need to keep up with the social
network is essential to company growth.1 According to the online
editorial PR Daily, in 2015, 70% of consumers believe that sharing
media about one’s business make them feel closer to the company
they are buying from. Although, the PR principles today have been
used effectively for decades- we have a great foundation to learn
from. One of the greatest examples of this is exemplified in World
War 2 history. Propaganda used by Hitler turned one country against
an entire world. The same idea used by Roosevelt, during this time,
made Americans unite together regarding rations, troop support and
sending women to work for this first time. The image presented of a
company can bring either full consumer support or none at all. This
chapter will focus on the effects of social media in the digital era, how
to use those tools to continually adapt to the changes in a network
society, and how to combine those things to make your business
stand out from the rest.
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How Social Media Effects
Social Network
In the last decade, there has been an enormous push for social media.
Spreading word about your company happens quicker now than ever in human history.
There is a steady increase of sending photos and videos, indicating an interesting
new recording of marketing trends in the modern world.2 There are three elements of
public relations that will withstand the ever-changing field of public relations.

3. Integrating people with people
There are a variety of ways to get people

1. Informing people

stimulus we have in our society, most of

involved with a business, but a prominent

Every minute 571 websites are created,

those go unnoticed. People have to see

one being used now are press releases.

2,4600,000 Facebook posts are shared

new, eye-catching material that will want

They are an easy way to integrate people

and twitter is used by 90% of marketers.3

them interested. McDonald’s US sales are

with power to the consumer. Press releases

With tools such as Facebook, Twitter, and

down 10% this year, reported by CNN, due

also work with personal branding and

Instagram it’s essential to get word of

to the new healthy eating trends from

reputation. For example, Tiger Woods

your business out to the public. The more

sites such as Pinterest. The typical greasy

notoriously had a scandal with the several

information shared, the more opportunities

burger now has to have something new

affairs he had. Before the negative drama,

the company has to gain consumer

to regain people’s attention. The CEO,

he gathered a large fan base of people who

attention.

Steve Easterbrook, now has to persuade

supported his hard work and character.

the American population again that

However, his poor decision made him lose

2. Persuading People

their food is worth having with a new

the public’s approval- leading to the loss

The average person in 2015 sees 247

media campaign. It’s a key example that

of his multi-million dollar Nike contract.

ads per day according to Fluid Media

companies have to continually update their

Woods then organized a press release in

Advertisements. In result of the over

work to keep the public’s interest on them.

which he apologized for his behavior.

4

5
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By giving a public apology, he bridged

other business enterprises to work

the gap between celebrity golfer and

alongside him on his mission to increase

the average man. His image suffered, but

sales of the cigarettes. His technique

acknowledging his faults with and before

included three elements of PR (informing,

the people integrated his name back into

persuading, integrating people) to create a

golf. Businesses can falter if they don’t

successful campaign.

reach out to the people and bridge the
gaps between consumer support.

After hearing some examples between
old and new, it’s obvious that companies

Combination of elements

must always share their work in a way

An example of all three of things being put

that sells not only their product but also

to use is shown in the story of Lucky Strike

their business. It is already clear that

cigarettes as recalled by Today’s Public

social media is important for a company.

Relations. Back in 1929, a leading founder

Nevertheless, by not recognizing the

of PR named Edward Bernays made a

importance of it, you will fail to maximize

contract to help raise the demographic of

the effectiveness of this marketing tool.

female smokers.6 Women preferred the

When integrated into the company

other brands to Lucky Strike because of

strategy, it will manifest itself positively in

the green color of their packaging. Green

many ways. All these profiles should be

clashed against the color scheme of the

adjusted to the endless changes to deliver

time period. Bernays persuaded fashion

value to the brand.

designers, charity events, and interior
designers to start including green into the
color scheme. Next, he informed women
that the packaging would match the instyle they were striving for. He integrated

EXPANDING YOUR BUSINESS TODAY
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The Importance of PR

behavior and the behavior of the public
toward them.7 Even with efficient and
diligent work, one viral complaint can

With the advent of social media, the way people interact with brands has altered.

cause damage to your brand. You now

Consumers make themselves heard in every possible way. Therefore, it is essential

have to observe a variety of channels and

to perpetuate a good image and reputation: which is the main goal of PR.

instantly react to these conversations.

Coolblue: extremely high customer
satisfaction
An example of a company that really
stands out is the Dutch delivery company
Coolblue. It focuses its entire organizational
culture on the customer, resulting in
obsessive customer service and an
innovative store concept. Its slogan, “Alles
voor een glimlach” (everything for a smile)
is complied by all employees. Their aim is
to give a little more every day across their
325 specialized online shops and 7 physical
stores.8 This is reflected in their incredibly
fast delivery system every day of the week,
free shipping and returns, and responding
Building a reputation

organizational behavior that the public

to all questions and comments within half

Businesses must constantly manage their

remembers. Behavior is very important

an hour. In this way, customers experience

online and offline reputation. A company’s

in PR, because organizations can’t have

the values and guidelines Coolblue strives

reputation consists primarily of the

an image or identity separate from their

to achieve. Coolblue has an ordinary core

EXPANDING YOUR BUSINESS TODAY
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value, but the difference in their success

The video presents the slogan of KLM:

comes from their execution of it. Click on

“Journeys of inspiration” by connecting

the image to see an example of this.9

hundreds of people from different
countries for free plane tickets.10 This video

KLM: Sharing Identity

is share worthy because it gives a positive

KLM demonstrates that businesses can

vibe, uses creativity and interacts with new

make connections with people apart from

consumers. This concept helps enhance

selling products. Let’s take a look at a

and spread the image of KLM by bridging

video of KLM viewed over 470,000 times:

the gap between consumer and business.

The main strategy is open
communication--by being
open, in touch with your
various publics, determining
what their needs and wants
are, how they can best be
achieved, and how you can
all work together toward
common goals. And, I think
that’s key with any group and
organization that you bring
together. That’s what you
build trust on, that’s what you
build relationships on, and
that’s what you accomplish
goals with.7
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The Crowning of Communities

What is a good community?
Communities bring customers, employees
and partners together for their own

In an era where there are more phones than people , content is out within a

benefits. Those networks rely on two

second and spreads like liquid. As consumers are now able to connect ATAWAD12

interconnected characteristics: feedback

to seek information, to give their opinions and to look for advices among their

and support.13

11

peers, they can also build networks to share their own truth. The entrepreneur
2.0 has to take into account the uprising of these communities, as it is cheaper to

Feedback: According to the theorist H.

retain customers rather than acquire new ones. However, bear in mind that there

Rheingold14, today’s main issue is that

are different types of communities that can all be relevant for your business.

people want to know the opinion of others
before buying a product. Reading about

Hub, web, pool, network, group, tribes

These definitions are related to a network

others’ experiences and creating peer-to-

Click on the image to go to the

of individuals who interact through

peer social bonds will help the customer in

definition box.

specific social media, potentially crossing

his purchase and he will eventually become

geographical and political boundaries in

a frequent or occasional participant in

order to pursue mutual interests or goals.

group discussions. With this feedback,

Neither of them theoretically requires social

companies can determine through owned,

networks nor the Internet, but it still fills an

earned, shared & paid media what is

important factor – it helps members to get

working and at which level they have to

together as often as possible, and share

improve. By recasting consumers as brand

common ideas and feelings. Some concepts

ambassadors or, asking employees for

focus on a detail, the others on a wider

suggestions, a company can tailor offers

picture. As an entrepreneur you mustn’t be

that will suit its community, create trust,

focused on one concept. You also have to

engagement and a feeling of belonging in a

think about a more global aspect in which

content-saturated and individualistic world.

your product or service can evolve.
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Support: By producing valuable and share
worthy content, the brand will be able to
build a lasting affinity with its community.
These links should not be reduced to the
social networks. A brand community is
a business strategy that transcends the
whole company, and allows it to perfectly
know its audience. Every choice made on a
packaging or after-sales service will likely
create exchanges. Managing communities
and tribes must lead to a more personal
and authentic brand. The skeptical
consumer is looking for a less polished
brand, which can be able to talk about
its weaknesses and failures, as well as it
successes. Moreover, “People don’t want
to follow a comity, they want to follow
a person. You have to be genuine and
authentic, you have to care.”15 Showing the
person being the brand and creating rituals
and expressions with your community, like
the brands Sézane or Michel & Augustin
will be the key to success.

11
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TRENDS

CONCLUSION

Cubley: Facebook has been transformed

There has been a strong emphasis in PR to

Understanding and reaching an audience

into a tool used to spread information to

relate the business to people to create the

is a key point. This means that a company

the whole world. It’s now less about the

family feel. Brandmate seems to be a front-

needs an acute understanding of the target

people that you know in person but who

runner for this very idea. With its modern

market and how a product or service is

you can connect to. Cubley is reinventing

and eye-catching design, it’s very easy to

related to them- additionally mobilized

the meaning of social media. Cubley has

see the potential success in this company.

material is a must have. The audience

a newsroom filled with articles about

expects a one-to-one personalization, and

finances, world news, and other deep-

the mobile technology of today makes

thinking pieces that Facebook lacks. With

that possible. The task of the entrepreneur

the purpose to share with close friends, the

is to reinvent ideas to let the customer

meaning behind each post is much more

experience the true values of the company.

than the likes you get on Facebook for silly

By doing so, you can turn the customers

photos, jokes, etc. People are starting to

into fans, who can extend their positivity

want more meaning in their life, and this

to other people. This ties into creating a

website could really take off soon.

network of people. This concept will be
important now and in the future.16

Brandmate: The concept behind
Brandmate is really appealing. The point is
to share your enthusiasm for a brand with
other people to get referenced to other
brands the user would like. The goal of
brandmate is to change the way companyconsumer relationships work.
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Network Theory
- The Basics

“Uber, the world’s largest taxi company, owns
no vehicles. Facebook, the world’s most popular
media owner, creates no content.
Alibaba, the most valuable retailer, has no
inventory. And Airbnb, the world’s largest
accommodation provider, owns no real estate.
Something interesting is happening.”
With this quote Tom Goodwin17 describes the changes in society.
This “something” he mentions has to do with communities. Since
the appearance of Internet and social media, people are trying to
overthrow the traditional hierarchy applied by organizations in
order to create a more honest interaction. Nowadays, according to
Forrester Research, 70% of consumers trust brand recommendations
from friends. They tend to create networks, groups, communities (as
seen in the previous chapter) to work, consume, seek advice, find
transportation and so much more.

In this chapter we will look at a few theories and examples to show
how people are now even more connected to each other, how
businesses follow the same pattern, and finally how businesses are
connected with their consumer. But, first of all, we are going to talk
about the changes in the communication field. Which, you will notice,
is interwoven with the change the society is facing.

EXPANDING YOUR BUSINESS TODAY
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The Change in the
Communication Field: From
Top-down to Collaborative
Communication

The One-way communication or linear
communication: Defined by Shannon
and Weaver18 in the 40’s – 50’s, it refers
to a mathematical and simple scheme of
communication. When compared to an
organization, this model shows a traditional
top-down hierarchy that commands and
controls everything and everyone without
waiting for feedback.

As said in the introduction, there are different ways to see communication
and organization:

In the 50’s – 60’s, in California, at Palo Alto
School, anthropologist and sociologists like
Yves Winkin, Paul Watzlawick or Gregory
Bateson, were working on another model.
According to them, communication can
be compared to an orchestra.19 In this
system, communication is a social process
that is able to function without a leader:
Every musician interacts through various
channels (voice, gesture, look, silence,
words) in order to find harmony. When
looking at an organization, this model
shows a more vertical and collaborative
hierarchy that constantly adapts according
to the feedback of others.

EXPANDING YOUR BUSINESS TODAY
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Those two models are close to the one of

without having to respond to a hierarchy.

Ori Brafman and Rod Beckstrom explained

This confidence doesn’t lead to chaos,

in the book “The Starfish and the Spider”.20

because employees know they have to

In it, it is stated: “If you cut off a spider’s

make wise decisions if they want to be

leg, it crippled; if you cut off its head, it

rewarded and teamwork makes it difficult

dies. But if you cut off a starfish’s leg,

to bring down the organization.

it grows a new one and the old leg can
grow into an entirely new starfish.” The
starfish represents decentralized and
leaderless organizations that could act like
an orchestra, whereas the spider is more
about traditional top-down organizations.
With the increase of digitalization, starfishlike networks rose, using flexibility to adapt
the rules and disseminate intelligence and
power throughout the whole company.
Every person contributes, monitors,
measures, and manages a part of the
society according to its core values.

“The mission is the boss”, said Gary Hamel21
demonstrating his idea with Morning Star:
a company where employees negotiate
responsibilities and salaries in a peerto-peer manner. They are also allowed
to spend the money of the organization

EXPANDING YOUR BUSINESS TODAY
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The Influence of Community
in Social Networks

The way one person can begin to impact
the ideologies of their friend’s shows the
power of the collective. There are three
degrees of influence, which refer to your
friends’ friends’ friends’. Our friends are

As stated throughout this e-book, networks are constantly evolving. The

influenced by their friends, just as much as

ways in which companies spread messages extends beyond budgets and into

they are by us. All of us are in a constant

communities. Companies have to think of the best ways to get word out about

circle of influences, which spreads trends

their brand. This means finding the best connections to continually take your

faster than anything else.

company to the next level. Ranging from competitors to customers, communities
have an influence over social networks based on the way they either help grow or

For example, Leopard Lounge is a beauty

diminish companies. Some theories that will aid in achieving a positive influence

salon concept by Irene Westerbeek that

are defined below:

runs entirely on social connections and
word of mouth.24 She doesn’t believe in

Social Capital22

the field your company lies in, you can

old-fashioned PR, such as newsletters,

Start-up companies have the power now

stay ahead of the back. However, having

and advertises only through social media,

to use collective intelligence to grow their

a strong social capital also means having

using tagging and namedropping. All

companies with the support of other

good connections.

employees must agree using social media

companies. Social capital uses knowledge

to spread the name of the company. They

as an investment, meaning competitors

Christakis and Fowler Pattern

also invite special guests, like a female

can share their techniques with others to

Good social connections can expand your

singing group (with the same target group)

help grow their field- as seen in Silicon

business from one individual’s backing-up

and give them free treatments. They write

Valley. This is an essential tool to target

to the support of a collective group. This

about it on their Facebook page sharing

and get the best out of your network by

idea is evident in the Christakis and Fowler

photographer’s photos of the event. With

continually updating one’s business. By

Pattern; communities have an organic

those, guests and workers can share the

paying attention to what’s evolving in

power to influence lives in a community.

23

identity of the beauty salon with pride on

EXPANDING YOUR BUSINESS TODAY
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their own social media for friends, and their

still have an influential power with social

ties in one’s business is the customers

friends. These social connections can also

contagion. Trends that one friend starts

who are actively commenting, buying the

be seen with how rapidly ideas catch on

or posts about will continue to spread

product or service, etc. The opinion of that

through social ties.

by other friends. It relates directly to the

customer is very important because of the

three degrees of separation in the above

influence they have for your company. They

paragraph. Weak ties in relation to the

are actively spreading word about your

business would, for example, be the people

business and by listening to their needs

who follow the Facebook page but don’t

it’s ensuring that they will continue to do

comment or share posts. They are the

that. Ties are what link the business to the

people who see what the business is doing,

customers and even competitors, ultimately

but not taking the extra step to extend it to

growing the social capital infinitely.

their friends. However, they are still a very
important piece of the business.

A video by Norton Sociology uses
illustrations to paint the picture of what
weak ties can really do for a company.
Strong ties are very different than weak
Weak ties and strong ties25

ties by encompassing four to six best

Weak ties are considered 1000 people, but

friends who are all equally connected

are all acquaintances. We know or work

to each other.26 It’s different than weak

with them, but wouldn’t confide in them.

ties because strong ties have a direct

Social networks, as in the people we have

influence. What the strong ties do in your

social interactions with, affect us especially

social network will make a much bigger

in the strength of weak ties. They extend

impact than weak ties, as your trust is with

beyond our immediate friends, yet they

the stronger ones. An example of strong

EXPANDING YOUR BUSINESS TODAY
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Reconsidering Your Business
Structure

to migrate up the system to be made by
a CEO and the system gets clogged. By
making rules and regulations to be more
efficient, companies actually deteriorate.
They have to work twice as hard to become

These days the business world is continually disrupted by new ways of

successful.

communicating and sharing information, using new technologies. We’re in the
middle of a co-evolution, which means that things evolve together rather than in
isolation. Companies have to adjust to these changes. For instance, Netflix wants
to be on any device: on mobile phones, tablets and computers. The company has
to co-evolve with more than 400 different devices in their operating systems.
Through all the clustering and co-evolution, there’s a serious complexity that
your company needs to handle. Therefore, you have to reflect on your business
structure. Does it still serve the currently needed functions? How can your
business keep up with these ongoing changes? In the following paragraph, we
will tell you about the Connected Company structure of Dave Gray.27 It is a good

Alice said to her red queen;
‘Usually when we are running
in our country we accomplish
something.’ The red queen
applies; ‘Oh what a slow
country are you living in, here
you have to run as fast as you
can to even stay in the same
place.’ - Alice in Wonderland

thing to consider!
Today’s increasing customers’ demands
Changing services require changing

but now that the world is changing

require more customization, convenience,

structures

rapidly, it is hard to adapt when this

lower costs and faster innovation. That’s

Old companies are designed to serve

structure needs to serve other functions

why the line of interaction between

a specific function. They adhere to a

as well. Services are completely different;

companies and customers should

structure that is successful in a stable

customers interfere with one’s operations

be optimized. A more adaptable,

environment. They work following a

with their own schedule, complaints,

organic approach is needed to give the

hierarchical structure. To a certain point

questions and lack of willingness. Through

organization more flexibility to adapt as

this construction keeps working efficiently,

this, more problems and decisions have

things change.
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In this way they can meet new needs, and

Whole Foods team member excellence

engage more closely in conversations with

Whole Foods Market is an example of

customers.

a connected company. It believes in
collective energy and intelligence. The

The connected company

fundamental work unit of the company

How to get a flexible business structure?

is the self-directed team. Teams meet

With the exact same people, you can get to

regularly to discuss issues, solve problems

a different mode of organizing. Instead of

and appreciate each other’s contributions.

organizing your company by function areas

Approximately 10 teams make up a store,

or business units, you split the units and

and each team’s leader participates in a

mix them in smaller teams. A connected

higher-level team that manages the store.

company is organized in a modular way. A

The team leaders of each store in a region

pod is a self-directed, independent team

make up a national team, and the regional

that can operate as a representative of the

presidents make up the team that manages

entire business. So in one pod, each unit is

the company. All teams have access to

represented. It simplifies the business for

detailed financial data and can look up the

a customer because there is no need to

best-selling items at other stores.

call a higher department: the decision can
be taken in the pod. A platform supports
the pods in their activity and increases the
effectiveness of a community. The pods
interact with other pods through a simple
network. This makes it possible to move
much faster, make faster decisions and
learn faster.
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Whole Foods has created a
platform that makes it possible
for the company’s stores and
teams to compete with each
other, so they can tune and
improve their performance over
time. At the same time, each
team has the autonomy to make
local decisions as they see fit to
improve their performance. So
every Whole Foods store carries
a unique mix that is tailored by
self-managed teams for that
particular location.28
In short, connected companies have the
advantage in today’s connected worlds,
because they learn and move faster than
their competitors. While others work in
isolation, they link into rich networks of
possibility and expand their influence.
It’s a constant process, because time and
place don’t exist the same way anymore.
Connected companies around the world
are aggressively acquiring customers and
disrupting the competition.

21
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TRENDS

CONCLUSION

You can’t plan how people will
use your community. They’ll
do what they want.

product only available in a specific country,

Ultimately, digitalization has been a

Amogado (France) create contests, in

trigger to force companies to rethink their

partnership with several brands, where

structure and evolve with the society.

- Hardi Meybaum, GrabCAD’s CEO

people have to invite and partner with

Indeed, consumers can leverage your

their friends to win gifts! In other words,

achievements as well as your failures. As an

The More, The Merrier!

gamification and partnership are the key.

entrepreneur, you have to (re)assess your

Whether you want to build a strong

Indeed, the more we share, the less we

company model: make it less centralized

project, or enhance your client’s database,

produce and waste, and the more social

and more connected and open to

you have to seek for social cohesion.

bounds and cohesion we create. “The more,

horizontal interaction with your community.

For example, if you can’t afford to work

the merrier”!

Use the power of the crowd, embrace

with agencies for visual identity or

collective intelligence, and co-create to

advertisements, launch a contest on Eyeka,

build and share a strong, appealing and

give your budget, and reward the person

engaging identity for your business.

(freelance, students...) who had the most
creative idea. Use a friendly and humble
approach to bring people together, and
take risks to break the monotony in your
strategy. For example, some clubs are
using an energy floor that create energy
and lights up when people are dancing to
be more sustainable and fun! And while
Worldcraze or Globshop (France) bring
collaboration in shopping by making you
able to pay someone during a trip to buy a
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Psychology of
Networking

Engagement is used as a generic, inclusive term
to describe the broad range of interactions
between people.29
We sometimes think that people are becoming more individualistic
and self-centered. If so, why do they engage in groups? What are the
reasons for building online or offline communities? What can a brand
do to create engagement? How should an organization adapt to these
online communities? And in what way can people and organizations
mutually influence each other through the digital network? All of
these questions will become clearer in the following chapter.
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Why Do People Engage in
Groups?

to a search of pleasure, of entertainment.
As a “lurker” people will enter a group
to find something, but not necessarily
to participate. So what makes them go
further?

In this part we are going to take a step back and look at theories about us, the
human being. By doing so, we are going to define some psychological triggers

2. Building your identity…

that can determine our behaviors and needs to form groups, in real life, but also

“Who am I?” “What is my role?” According

online, with the SNS (Social Network Sites).

to Henri Tajfel34, we define ourselves, our
personal and social identity, by being in a
group. The personal identity refers to our

we feel safer and stronger. Several
authors like Howard Becker

30

or Abraham

character, while the social identity refers to

Maslow31 have mentioned the “Belonging

our role in the group, and on the influence

needs” as the primary explanation for

the collective has on us. Being part of a

people to engage in groups. What we

community gives us emotional values. It’s

can also see is that people are looking for

an “important source of pride and self-

common divisors. Indeed, according to

esteem”. By contributing to a group, one

P.H. Mönning we are looking for similar

begins to have responsibilities according to

5

individuals and groups to seek information,

the status one has within the community.

share ideas, beliefs, values and traditions

According to P.H. Mönning5, seeking

32

1. Being a part of something

in order to be accepted. But the need of

to increase our self-image by joining a

Human beings act like animals. We evolve

belonging and socializing in a similar and

group is called tribalism. However, to be

and grow up in a group from our first

safe group does not explain why people

fully accepted, one needs to assimilate

breath as a baby. Unconsciously, we

are contributing and truly engaging

and share the rules and norms of that

have the urge to be loved and to belong

themselves. The first reason to enter a

microcosm. Sociologists like Solomon

somewhere. By gathering in groups,

community is more hedonistic.

Asch35 and Howard Becker30 show that to

33

It refers
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avoid “deviance”, people need to blend in,

their self-image in order to create a fully

be “normal”; act like your fellow members.

committed and long-lasting community.

Once recognized as a true adherent,
the individuals can develop a sense of
altruism36 and do things without expecting
anything in return. Giving advice, reviews,
share ideas, money, volunteering etc. This
will strengthen the ties within the group.
However, Henri Tajfel34 provides a last step
in order to create a sustainable community.

3. …By categorizing groups and
individuals

If people engage in groups in order to

In order to identify which group we

feel safe, belong to something bigger

want to be part of, and what makes it

and build their identity, then Maslow’s

so special, we need to label individuals.

Hierarchy of needs37 is an interesting tool

The social categorization helps us in

to understand why people gather in real

knowing more about people and their

life. Indeed, the last stage of its pyramid

social environment. We tend to look

is Self-actualization and it refers to the

for similarities and differences between

“fulfillment of everything a person can be”

groups and persons within or out of the

thanks to the collective. Therefore, this

group. We use stereotypes as a cognitive

model is also a clue for brands to consider

process to outline in-group and out-group

how virtual communities are built, why

– “us” against “them” according to H.

people contribute to it, and how to foster

Tajfel. Through social comparison, groups

customer’s engagement.

and individuals can define and enhance
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Online Engagement
Offline and online communities are built in the same way. People join groups
based on similar interests. Depending on their demographic characteristics
each motivation or gratification can vary.38 But is the drive of social media the
narcissism of their users? This infographic shows that Social Network Sites (SNS)
especially run on “me, myself and I”. About 80% of all posts would be about
the user themselves. The brain wants to focus on the human being in a positive
way, but people excite various drives. As previously mentioned, you also have
to respond to the following motives36: Big Common Denominator, Altruism,
Hedonism and Tribalism.
at the same time. Usually, one of these

The four primary needs for participating

Online groups

motivations is the main reason that a person

in groups within Facebook are revealed in

The difficult part about online groups

comes into a community as a first time

the following factor analysis: socializing,

is that people are motivated in many

user.

entertainment, information and self-status

different ways. Basically there are a lot of

Gratifications Theory.

39

This is also shown in the Uses and

complex interactions between motivations.

seeking. As a start-up company, utilize
this information by responding to the

For example, people participate in a social

The Uses and Gratifications Theory is about

various needs of your audience. In this way

media community to learn more about

why people connect to online communities.

consumers remain interested and attached

their profession and improve it, in order

A web survey has been conducted on

to your (online) group. Whether this is on

to get long-term financial gain from it.

students to explore Facebook Groups users’

Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, Instagram or

However, they can also be friends with

gratifications and the relationship between

Google+. Below you will find per seeker

many other participants and contribute for

users’ gratifications and their political and

their primary needs:38

social reasons. That means they like the

civic participation offline. We find this study

fact that they’re having fun and learning

valuable for entrepreneurs.
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• Socializing seekers: Individuals who

As predicted, the informative uses are

Some examples of community success are

are generally interested in meeting and

more correlated to the social and political

Disney, Starbucks, Dell, Zappos, sports

talking with others as well as getting

action than recreational uses.

teams, political candidates, movies, bands,
and various video games.31

support of fellow man and a sense of
community.
• Entertainment seekers: Individuals

The manager of an online (brand)

whose gratifications refer to engagement

community should focus on a couple of

in Facebook groups for spare time and

reasons that people might be motivated

amusement need.

to participate and clarify them when you

• Information seekers: Individuals who

promote the community. It is half the battle

intend to learn about on- and off-campus

to motivate people to visit the community

events and details regarding specific

for the first time. It’s also important to see

products and services.

how organizations can help to get people
Online brand community

more motivated to continue participating

are seeking to maintain their personal

The drive of Harley riders is the powerful

in their community over a significant period

status through online groups because

and unique Harley-Davidson experience.

of time.31

they felt peer pressure, wanted to make

They share this experience with the other

themselves look cool, and to develop

members of the group. As noted, “Harley-

their career.

Davidson established the Harley Owners

• Self-status seekers: Individuals who

Group in 1983 in response to a growing
These gratifications vary depending

desire by Harley riders for an organized

on user demographics such as gender,

way to share their passion and show

hometown, and year in school. The analysis

their pride.” It predates the Internet and

of the relationship between users’ needs

demonstrates how, they occur organically

and civic and political participation

rather than being forced into existence.

indicated that.

Nevertheless, communities can be fostered.
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How Should Organizations
Adapt to Online Brand
Communities?

costs for reinforcing ties with customers
can be reduced.
• Firms can actively influence consumergenerated brand stories and their impact
on brand performance.
• Consumers contribute more and better
content to OBCs if they are not only

The social connections among consumers can affect how brand messages

socially recognized by their peers, but

reach consumers, how consumers respond to those messages, and eventually

also by the (sponsoring) company.

how companies should design their branding efforts. Social media dramatically

• OBCs can help companies to identify

increase the reach and visibility of consumer social networks and make it much

the needs and desires of particular

easier to mobilize consumers.

individuals or groups of people.

40

Next to that, consumers value their peers’ opinion

more than what the brand tells about itself.
community (OBC) around your brand is

Where to start?

A brand is no longer what
we tell the consumer it is
– it is what consumers
tell each other it is.

a good way to enhance brand equity by

Facebook is a powerful and easy tool to

interacting with consumers and monitoring

create an OBC for your business. On this

their needs.

platform a company can develop an OBC

- Scott Cook, co-founder, Intuit40

The benefits of an OBC for

were developed around their brand directly

organizations

to the new (and official) community. The

In many instances, word of mouth

and invite members of other OBC that

40,41

• Consumers who belong to an OBC are

organization could also decide to sponsor

(WOM) appears to be the major source

positively related to a higher level of

an OBC that already exists. For example,

of information that people use.41

satisfaction and affective commitment.

different OBCs are constructed around the

Organizations need to pay attention

• Belonging to an OBC increases the level

brand ZARA: “I love ZARA”, “ZARA is my

to consumers to ensure their success.

of positive WOM activity developed by

shopping paradise”, “All my clothes are

Developing or sponsoring an online brand

members. In this way, high advertising

from Zara”, and “Hello, my name is … and
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I am a ZARA addict”.41 When ZARA wants

Furthermore, vividness and interactivity

In short, OBCs that are developed by a

to launch its own official community, the

of brand posts are two of the reasons

company and have a higher number of

organization can announce it on these

consumers like and comment on firm-

activities are likely to increase the levels of

OBCs to reach the target group and attract

generated brand stories.

active participative belonging and involve

members to the official community. ZARA

more members, boosting satisfaction,

could also choose to sponsor an OBC that

affective commitment and positive WOM

already focuses on the brand, like “I love

behavior. Also, knowing what the consumer

ZARA”.

wants can have great benefits for your
organization and increase brand equity.

Active presence to keep high participation
When the OBC is created, companies
should increase and stimulate active
participation in the OBC, because it
influences the level of satisfaction and
affective commitment more positively than
non-participative belonging.41 In order to
keep participation high the OBC should
satisfy some of the consumers’ needs,
such as offering detailed information
about products, making special offers
to community or increasing consumers’
familiarity with the OBC. It is important to
find specific perceived benefits that boost
consumer participation, interaction and
engagement in different brand activities42,
see Uses and Gratifications Theory.

What are you waiting for?
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The Influences between
People and Organizations

gathered, community members progress
into different levels of membership and
are rewarded with gifts, the Diva Delights.

Every company is out looking for the same thing- to find the magical formula to
capture the interest and support of consumers. While companies spent thousands
of their own money looking for it, they miss the fact that persuasion comes from
an in-depth look at the human mind. Persuasion works by appealing predictably
to deeply rooted human needs.44 There are two different, yet equally important,
theories that can allow a company to completely understand the needs of
their consumer. Combining these with online communities, Maslow theory, and

Furthermore, Plurk, a social network

psychological knowledge will bring success to your company.

service, gives their members ‘’Karma
points’ when they create microblogs that

And if you know why people
connect, you can influence
them.43

Both consumer and businesses create this

allow access to better emoticons. Bringing

together. Raising the self-esteem of a client

in the customer is the greatest thing you

is a good way of doing this.47 For example,

can do for growing a business. The more

consumers who take time to do the

the customer is involved, the more you’ll

Bring the Community into the Creation

sorts of things that conduce to an active

see the reciprocity principle appear.

Process

community may be rewarded points based

It’s the businesses job to create relevant,

on their level of activity- as seen with the

The 6 Universal Truths

useful and interesting content that serves

VIVA Diva Cafe site. On the site, consumers

Psychological understanding is key

the consumer’s needs and the company’s

earn community points by registering,

for relations between consumer and

goals. The truth is, the brand belongs to

encouraging friends to join, take part in

business. Every customer-centric

your customers as much as it belongs to

special promotions, entering sweepstakes

marketer should know exactly what

your business, if not more so.

and posting comments. As points are

makes people tick.
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Liking

Make their
commitments
active, public
and voluntary

Uncover real similarities and
offer genuine praise

the co-creation process in companies is
reciprocity. Your business needs to build
trust and rapport with the company that

People like
those who
like them

shows your service or product will be
good quality.45 People want to know that

Consistency

Reciprocity

the businesses they are purchasing from

People align with
their clear
commitments

People repay
in kind

are genuine, helpful, friendly, and easy to

The Six
Universal
Truths of
Influence

Expose your
expertise; don’t
assume it’s
self-evident

Authority
People defer
to experts

Highlight unique benefits and
exclusive information

reach. Psychologist have studied the Law
Give what you
want to receive

of Reciprocity, which states that there
is an innate desire to do something nice
for someone who did something nice for

Social Proof

them.46 By taking care of your customers,

People follow the
lead of similar
others

they will return the kindness in some way.
It can vary in the forms like posting positive

Scarcity

reviews, becoming a returning customer or

People want more
of what they can
have less of

sharing their experience with friends. Using
reciprocity will gain the customer trust and
Use peer power whenever
it’s available

The better the understanding of a

Combine the 6 principles- liking,

demographic, the better sales will be.

eciprocity, social proof, scarcity, authority

Robert Cialdini, an author of a variety

and consistency- to give consumers

of psychological studies, describes six

exactly what they want, and bring them

universal truths as defined in the image

into the process of deciding what will

above:

work. One of the most important one for

continuous support of your company.
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TRENDS

CONCLUSION

Trends Related to Digital Content

there possibly won’t be online ads on any

It’s more than essential to engage

When you’re looking for ways to influence

device. So if you want people to still look at

customers in a way that can satisfy them

consumers by using SNS, you should not

your message, you have to create valuable

completely. By looking at the above

start by ‘just using Facebook’. The organic

content. You have to think about the

examples of Maslow Hierarchy, online

reach of top brands has decreased to less

consumers: what kind of content do they

communities and the six universal truths,

than 2% in 2015.

like to receive in their social environment?

it’s now your task to find where you

customers you have to pay and boost your

How can your company influence them, add

can improve the co-creation process in

messages, to have the same effect of 12%

value?

organic reach in the past (2013). There are a

an important factor in this.

48

If you want to reach your

48

The earlier mentioned reciprocity is

your company. As previously noted, cocreation creates countless benefits, for a

few striking things going on.

life-long consumer relationship. The tools
Instagram is the undisputed ruler

needed to grow a brand narrow down to

There always have been ways to ignore

of engagement with 58 times more

understanding and taking good care of

advertisements – just turning the page of a

engagement than Facebook and a 120 times

the consumer. One of the most important

magazine, zapping on television – but now

more than Twitter. This impact is essential

jobs a business has is to know exactly what

people are finding more ways to ignore

for your social media plan, since people

their customer needs or wants; in aspects

online advertisements.

respond to images more than ever before.

such as customer service, products offered,

the introduction of an AdBlocker for

Next to that, our brain processes images

reward programs, etc. All of the answers

Android phones caused commotion when

60.000 times faster than text. Image is

one could need for that lie in human

businesses realized they had potential to

becoming a major characteristic in having

psychology. Work with the customer, and

lose millions; the inventor withdrew before it

influence. Still, big brands are posting

watch the company flourish.

got worse.50 All these ways of blocking ads

significant less on Instagram, than they do

show that people don’t want to connect for

on Facebook and Twitter. The key would be

commercial reasons.49 You have to find other

to use Instagram now, and beat the other

ways to influence them- in the future

businesses to it.

49

This September,

51

52
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Briefly, we will look at several ways they use

In June 2016, for the 4th edition, they will organize

to engage their community before going

their event called “nuit à la belle étoile” (night

deeper into an example. We can divide their

under the stars) where adults and children can

communication in three ideas:

join them with their tent to spent the night doing
activities, listening to music and cooking cookies.

Traditional marketing

France - Michel et Augustin53

Once a month subscribers receive a newsletters

‘Michel et Augustin’ is a French brand operating

called “La feuille de Bananier” referring to the

in the food industry. Created in 2004 by Michel

name of the factory “Bananeraie”. They want to

de Rovira and Augustin Paluel-Marmont, the

be original in every part of their communication,

startup decided to dynamize the food sector

by using, for example, employees’ pictures on

by inventing a friendly brand of biscuits and

their packaging to make them ambassadors

desserts. The brand builds itself around three

of the brand or by playing with words calling

core values:54

themselves “les trublions” (trouble makers) and

• Fun: with their communication they stand out

“tribu” (tribes) instead of employees and team.
Social Media

from the competition. For example, their logo
IRL (In Real Life) event

The company has more than 150,000 fans on

• Authenticity: the manufacturing is made

The company loves working in the field. It’s

Facebook, 27,000 followers on Twitter and

in France, and the creators as well as the

the best way to show they are genuine and

9,600 followers on Instagram. They are also

employees are often implicating in the

likeable, meet their community and engage new

on LinkedIn and their most watched YouTube

advertisement, personifying the brand.

fans. Therefore, once a month they organize an

videos has more than 184,000 views. The

Open Factory Day with a tasting. They also love

brand is posting new content almost every day.

street marketing and point of sale animation

Between teasers, behind-the-seen photos and

disguising themselves in cows, their emblem.

videos, recipes, games etc.

is a caricature of the two creators.

• Sharing: they build a strong community
around their brand.
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Michel et Augustin shows its willingness to be

ask questions to know what is wrong and what

But instead of only sending two collaborators,

close to its community. For example, they got

they can improve (taste, flavor, texture, etc.). It

they ingeniously thought of bringing a camera

inspired by Charlie and the chocolate factory to

is one of the few brands giving the number and

with them to film their experience and broadcast

throw a contest on facebook called “Les 4 vaches

email of the society, and not of the after-sale

a web-series on SNS. To engage with their

en or” where you had to find those “gold cows”

service, on social media and on packaging.

community they quickly created an hashtag
#AllezHowardunCafé and invited their fans to

to win a trip with Michel and Augustin to Tokyo.

take photos of themselves with a mug and post
it on social network sites with the hashtags.

Four aims
1. Convince Starbuck’s CEO, Howard Schultz,
to meet the team upon arrival in the USA
(remember, they had no appointment)
2. Show to Starbucks the strong relationships
customers have with the French brand
3. Persuade Starbucks of the good quality and
reputation of the French brand
An example that brings the community together

4. Ensure an increase in their sales if Michel et

Social or Collaborative Marketing

Michel et Augustin goes to Starbucks55, 56

Michel et Augustin often solicits its community

Starbucks wanted to receive samples of Michel

for feedback on packaging or recipes. They

et Augustin products. However, shipping costs

The web-series was funny and engaging. You

also use social media to monitor the success or

from France to America were high-priced, so

could follow the two collaborators struggling to

failure of their new products. When a customer

the company thought that for nearly the same

enter Starbucks without an appointment, which

is complaining about one of their products they

amount they could also travel there.

created suspense for the viewers.

Augustin products are distributed in Starbucks
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When they finally got to see the CEO in person,
and got a distribution agreement, Michel de
Rovira decided to drive a branded delivery
truck in the USA to promote the products, and
thanked the community by encouraging them
to take another photo: this time at a Starbucks,
with a coffee AND a Michel et Augustin biscuits.

Care about external stakeholders as well as
internal stakeholders
The only point where the brand has to improve
is with internal stakeholders.57 Indeed, when
looking at the organization chat, the employee’s
turnover is massive. A few employees have been
interviewed and were complaining about the
way they handled their “tribes”.
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Dutch campaign - IKEA

In that way customers get inspired and in return

IKEA’s last launched campaign is the Food

As an organization, IKEA is based on their

IKEA would like to hear about those stories.

Challenge. The project is designed to select a

values to make the everyday life better for as

They also adapt to the developments and trends

new dish, which would be served in the IKEA

many people as possible. They have a wide

concern social media. The home-furnishing

Restaurant. Several well-known Dutch celebrities

range of well designed, functional home

store works with multiple social media channels

are involved, such as: Robert Kranenborg (Chef-

furnishing products for low prices. Ikea invest

that reinforce each other. The channels each

cook), Klaatje Scheepers (Adjunct - head editor

a large part of the profits in new and existing

have their own objective60:

ELLE Food & ELLE Decoration), and Pauliene

stores, product development and sustainable

• Twitter: Customers are informed of the latest

Weuring (Food Blogger on uitpaulieneskeuken.

solutions. Also prices are being lowered
constantly.58

news about IKEA;
• Facebook: Customers get inspiration to make
something beautiful of their homes;

People and environment
For years, IKEA is careful with people and
the planet. They’ve launched a sustainability
strategy, consisting of 76% of the cotton used

• Google+: Customers share their information
and inspiration;
• YouTube: IKEA posts the latest commercials

nl). They are the judges during the contest and
choose the winning dish. The trigger to involve
people in the competition is not only that the
winning dish would be served in the restaurant,
but the winner also get to choose an IKEA
dream kitchen!61

and videos of events

is coming from durable sources and there

You can watch the Food Challenge online, when

are 700.000 solar panels installed on their

you click the links: YouTube or Instagram.

buildings. In the future, 224 wind turbines will
be acquired and operated.59

Social Media
Ikea is online via Facebook, Twitter, Google+
and YouTube where visitors receive plenty of
news, inspiration and interaction.
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Customer Experience

Transparency

In many (new) ways IKEA is trying to improve

IKEA openly says who they are, what they do

its customers experience, for instance with the

and why they are like this. This makes them

launch of free WiFi in all their stores. Customers

believe that people will see them from a

can therefore quickly start the new mobile

different point of view. They can’t get more out

website and application of IKEA on their mobile

their existing audience, but they can try to reach

devices. It’s a new step towards an online store.

more people who don’t buy Ikea products yet.62

Platform ‘Studio by IKEA’
The platform contains an online magazine, tips
of interior experts, interviews with designers
and stories behind the products. On the website
you also can find more extensive content
through video’s, background stories and quotes
from designers that bring the products to life.

People find it difficult to organize their homes
and the new brand positioning of IKEA
‘Attention makes everything more beautiful’
gives help to people in the implementation
of their ideas into their homes. They provide
a lot of inspiration, and do-it-yourself videos.
In the future this isn’t only online, but also
implemented in stores.
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United States- Red Bull63, 64, 65, 66
Red Bull is one of the most successful energy
drink companies in the world. In 2014, the
company generated a staggering $5.4 billion
dollars in revenue. The key to Red Bull’s success
extends much farther than the drink but into
their brand engagement. Rather than spending
money on traditional things, they focus on
putting the drinks right into the hands of the
people. Every single thing about the brand has
been created for the customers and what’s
important to them.

IRL Events
The real life events for Red Bull are some of
the greatest ways they get involved. The brand
marketing strategy is “we are with you and one
of you”. Red Bull makes a point to show up to
extreme sporting events, catering to a brand
that no energy drink has before. They can be

Social Media

seen riding in their companies’ cars handing out

Red Bull is one of the greatest brands for

freebies as they go or even riding a BMX bike

using social media to get in touch with their

2. Have a good strategy

through Scotland documenting the whole way.

customers. There secret formula has three steps:

3. Be authentic- show the customers what the

1. Understand how people use various channels
so you can effectively reach them

business stands for
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While they don’t seem like radical ideas, they

Collaborative Marketing

Partnership with Felix Baumgartner

make sure to listen and pay attention to what

Most of the content on their platforms are

In 2012, Red Bull partnered with the astronaut

all the people are saying about them. They

highlights of athletes and the amazing things

to film the clip “Freefall from Space”. He was the

currently have 44, 363, 377 fans on Facebook,

they are engaging in. Red Bull listens to

first man to do this and the ad has generated

2.09 million followers on Twitter, and 3.8

what sports are trending and the interest of

over 39 million views. The clip, seen here,

million followers on Instagram. All of these

the customers to find who they should be

shows test jumps and the daring free fall that

channels are constantly being updated with

collaborating with next. Most of their content

appeared again in the 2014 Super Bowl. It was

the latest in extreme sports, competitions to

is displayed with stunning visuals that appeals

an incredible breakthrough that exemplified the

win prizes and polls.

to be interested into the photography of the

spirit of Red Bull.

extreme sports. Simple text describes the
pictures so every person can feel involved into
the performance of the athlete. They have a
monthly magazine with 2 million subscribers
worldwide. Beyond that, they have Red Bull
TV with inspirational programming on sports,
music, and lifestyle engagement. If that wasn’t
enough, they even collaborate with a recording
company. With slogans such as “If you believe in
it, then anything is possible”, Red Bull believes
in their customer as much as a friend would.
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THE COMPARISON

to relate to their customers. Red Bull is

for their consumer. Red Bull is a master of

It’s clear with these three international

incredibly active offline by sponsoring

becoming noticeable by sponsoring young

examples that using tools on and off line have

undiscovered talents and various atypical

athletes, musicians, sport televises, and

to be uniquely perfected for each company. All

extreme sporting competitions.

they do this by being present at all of the

companies remain incredibly active through

events. The results of being noticeable and

their social media sites so that all platforms

While the exact way they use tools is unique

part of the community really show: Michel

reinforce each other.

to their business, they still successfully reach

and Augustin has more than 150, 000 fans

the exact demographic they are going for by

on Facebook, 27, 000 followers on Twitter,

Online tools

combining excellent on and off line tools. While

9600 followers on Instagram, IKEA has 19,000

The key to their online success is evident in

doing this, they simultaneously engage their

Instagram followers, Red Bull 44.3 million fans

their collaborative marketing. For Michel et

consumers.

on Facebook, and millions of followers on

Augustin, this means creating contests; for

Instagram and Twitter.

IKEA, this means “studio by IKEA” to give tips

All three companies have a mission to be

implementing their designs into consumer’s

noticeable everywhere; which is the most

By looking at the success of the companies,

homes; for Red Bull, it’s the creation of videos

effective way to engage customers. They do

it’s clear that it comes from the way they

to inspire their 4.7 million subscribers.

this by becoming part of their consumer’s

have cultivated their brand to be a part of the

community. Michel and Augustin have a strong

experience for consumers, whether it be on

Offline tools

identity to be shareable by constantly using

or off line. On the next page are some tips to

All brands offline tend to be very active with

aesthetics, emotional communication and

be noted for other start-up businesses to learn

their customers, and they do a wonderful job of

being actively involved with personalizing and

from.

it. Michel and Augustin have an Open Factory

listening to their consumers. IKEA offers fun

Day with a tasting, providing consumers with

events such as “The Food Challenge” to pull all

a wonderful tradition to look forward to. IKEA

types of their users in, and the helpful “Studio

invests into natural and sustainable products

by IKEA” to become a part of experience
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TIPS
• Take risks. Yes, it could end up in a failure, but
it could also be a huge success.
• Try to stand out from the rest and be genuine
and fun. Surprise your community.
• Create content and be optimistic about it.
• Don’t be afraid of multiplying tools and

• Create content which helps your target
audience: DIY video’s.
• Interact with your audience: the Food
Challenge of IKEA.
• Create a social media strategy before you
get involved online. Make sure the ideas you

strategies: Overall communication (360°) is

have will transfer through all platforms so you

the key to reach a larger audience.

know the best way to use them.

• Listen to your stakeholders (chapter 6) to

• Connect with the niche communities- learn

improve and personalize your product and

exactly how to attract your demographic to

your communication (chapter 7).

your business by evolving to what they want.

• Trust your community to be the best
ambassadors and promoters of your brand.
• Going beyond just posting things, answering
posts, starting competitions to win things,
how well they listen to their customers,
loyalty programs, community outreach.
• Create an overall campaign: use multiple
platforms / Mix old and new media / Use
social media in a way that they reinforce
each other.

• See the future and makes waves with the
changes.
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4

Network
Analysis & Social
Media Mapping

Quantifying is a new trend. We tend to gauge everything from
products to services, to ourselves. Over the last few years,
monitoring tools regarding Social Networks Sites keep expanding.67
Google Analytics, YouTube Analytics and Facebook Insights,
Netvibes, are the most re-known and free tools that we can use to
measure the incommensurable amount of data circulating online.
This overabundance of information and tools existing can often be
overwhelming for entrepreneurs. Still, it is one of the most useful
stages to properly build your strategy. Therefore, in this chapter,
we are going to look at what is Social Media Monitoring and what
does it influence, then how the information is spread to the most
people. Afterwards, we will look deeper at the functioning of
monitoring, to finally create a successful dissemination strategy
with new tools and trends.
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What is Social Media
Monitoring and Why is it
Essential to Your Business?
The first question you should ask is, what is Digital analytics? To define it, we
can first look among its many others names: Social Media monitoring, Social
Listenings, Online Analytics, Buzz Analysis, Social Media Measurement, Social
Media Intelligence, Social Media Management and so on. While you can already
be lost in the large variety of terms, definitions are more or less similar. Look
closer to the definition we draw with the help of different sources.
Social media monitoring is a constant

opportunity to continually improve71 the

process, which uses tools through several

strategy of your brand.

Most of the tools used for an online
analysis are automated tools. Those tools
use algorithm to explore and index the web
according to queries or keywords of your
choice.67 The content found is public and
free of use.

Social media monitoring can
be passive, (e.g.) listening
to people to find out what
interests them, or it can
be active, searching for
references to a specific brand,
campaign, or action.72
There is also a difference between Web

channel (often social media, but also

Analytics and Marketing Analytics.67 The

online networks) to monitor68, identify and

first one, Web Analytics, is not about

assess what is being said on the Internet69

Social Media Monitoring, but it focuses

about a product, a brand, a person. By

on the performance of website. That is

sorting the massive amount of qualitative

to say, how a website is found, its traffic,

and quantitative data found online, the

the bounce rate, the type of visitors

Digital Analytics helps you have insights70

(unique, regular, new audiences), time of

about your customers, competitors or

the visits and many other useful factors to

influencers: what drives them or what

pinpoint content or navigation problems

make them buy. The aim is to give you the

and certainty, and improve your presence
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online by responding to your customers’

the views”. For example, for YouTube to

expectations. Marketing Analytics,

say that one content is more effective

concentrates on the optimization of your

than another, they tend to not only look

strategies by delving and measuring

at the numbers of clicks (views) but at

quantitatively “shares”, “likes”, “views”,

the amount of time spent on watching

“comments”. It allows you to see the ROI of

one video. That is to say that a great

published content.

content will be the one “that keeps the
viewer hooked all the way through - and

Think of social media
monitoring as your very own
“crystal ball”; a way of gaining
insider knowledge about your
audience and your brand’s
marketing campaigns. Data
coming from analytics is a
legitimate way of tapping into
the minds of your consumers,
and is therefore something no
company can afford to ignore.
Many say that checking their
analytics throughout the day
could be the most important
15 minutes they spend.67

beyond”.74 This is also true with articles and
websites. With Social Media Monitoring you
will now be able to know when you lost the
customer’s attention. Therefore, you can
label what you have to improve to sharable
thoughts75 and engagement. Content has
to be used like a ‘waterfall’ – by starting
with a small but sharable content that will
propagate through SNS, strengthening
brand commitment. According to Mark
W. Schaefer76 “the social web amplifies
(brand & CEO) personality”. Subsequently,
likability and accumulated influence77
will indicate the degree of expertise and
authenticity your company has. Since
we can compare dissemination with a

Indeed, according to Chris Klapwijk73

waterfall, how many people can we reach

“the watch time is more important than

with one post and how does it work?
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The Dissemination of a Post

1. Does this match the interests of the
clients? One must decide if it matches
what the company is branding

Discovering the right community

probably a variety of Listservs companies

It goes without saying that social media

can use that will go directly to their target

One must make a choice if the venue,

platforms, such as Facebook, are of one the

audience.

or Listerv service, is worth the time to

easiest ways to disseminate information.

2. Is this really the appropriate venue?

invest in.
3. How can I make this strategic?

However, platforms like that offer very
broad information to a mass amount

One must determine if the Listerv will

of people that isn’t always your target

work alongside a company plan.

demographic. There is another option
that can help narrow down to exactly

How can a company extend its reach?

the right target audience- particularly to

If your company has, for example 600

a community. Listserv is a less popular

followers, then you can assume that at

way to spread info, and can be a valuable

least 600 people will see the information.

tool to one’s company. It is an application

How many people will read beyond the

that distributes messages to subscribers

immediate list? Companies have to create

on an electronic mailing list. It’s similar

the best content to get all of those people

to a newsletter, but provides much more

to not only read it, but also send it to

in-depth information. One of the most

their friends. The amount of views a page

successful Listserv is known as Community-

or post gets over all is difficult to know

Health-L. Its updates allow people in over

exactly; because of all the ways people can

78

79

50 countries to exchange new material

Choosing if it’s right for the company

spread the newfound information. One way

and experiences in managing community

There are three steps to use a mental

to check the influence of your company is

health services. It’s a very intensive look at

checklist when finding the right listserv for

with a Klout score.

a specific task, yet shows that there is

your company.

80
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Klout is a website that ranks how influential

Additional Link

a person or company is by a scale of

A website called Convert with Content

1-100. The more popular the company,

offers strategic tips on enhancing the

the higher the potential Klout score.

content of a company. One of their

By checking it routinely after different

listicles entitled “How To Increase Your

marketing campaigns, new PR strategies,

Facebook Reach Without Paying For

etc. a company can see the way it affected

Advertising” offers tips especially made for

their score. The data can make a big

disseminated information. The link to the

difference on the strategy taken to either

website is here.

81

keep the current PR or to change it. There
are a few other resources similar to Klout
Score that we will look at more intensely in
the next section.
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How to Find Out What is
Being Said (about Your
Brand)

trends across languages, locations,
and time periods. You can see when
topics are emerging and watch the
News Headline to discover what causes
certain peaks.

Measurement is one of the key components of branding. The Internet, and
social media in particular, makes it more convenient to measure your brand’s
influence.82 An organization can scan its environment to understand the
velocity of conversations and other information that could affect its current or
future position in the market.83 Social media analytics tools make this process
manageable. Also, analyzing the target audience and its needs, preferences and
behaviors is a big opportunity to effectively improve your organizations social
media (content) strategy.84 But how do we find out what people are talking
about?

Share of Voice (Also known as brand
the best keywords (related to popular

mention)

“Data! Data! Data!” he cried
impatiently. “I cannot make
bricks without clay”

searches).

If you want to know what is being said

– Sir Arthur Canon Doyle83

83

Some SNS offer a short list

of trending topics themselves, also tools

about competing brands, and how that’s

described later in Share of Voice offer

different from your brand, than you’re

these kind of lists. A branch of the most

looking at your brands’ share of voice.

popular search database Google, called

There are many different tools to measure

Trend analysis

Google Trends, offers more in depth

it, some provide more in depth analysis

You can use trend analysis to focus on

information than a regular search.

than others. To give a picture of the

developing content to target popular

• Google Trends: Allows you to compare

possibilities, here are some examples of

topics among the desired audience, using

the popularity of search terms and

widely used, and occasionally free, tools:
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• Social Mention: Monitors over 100 social
media sites, measuring brand influence

For more information on the possibilities

This option is also offered by many of

of Simply Measured: check this link.

the previously described social media

with 4 categories: Strength (the number

monitoring tools.

of times you are mentioned), Sentiment

Tip: Segment your brand mentions per

(the ratio of mentions that are positive

social channel to uncover opportunities for

to those that are negative), Passion

enhancement.85

(how often certain users talk about your
brand), and Reach (number of different

Sentiment analysis

Tip: Go through your mentions and tag

users talking about you, divided by the

When your brand mentions are high, it

them as positive, neutral or negative.

number of times you are mentioned).

doesn’t always mean that it’s a good thing.

Add up the totals and measure over time.

Maybe the conversation around a brand

Are the good mentions growing and the

brand on 36 social sites. How Sociable

is negative, because of bad service or

negative mentions decreasing?87

calculates an overall Magnitude score,

program defects. Sentiment analysis can be

but you can also look into the analysis

a good measure of your brand’s success.

As you can see there are lots of options

per site to identify your brand’s

It gives you insights in the amount of

to measure your brand’s influence. But be

strengths and weaknesses and gauge

positive, negative, or neutral conversation

aware that there is an algorithm behind

improvements.85

that is happening about a brand or

these tools. Always question the outcome.

product.

What is the meaning of the numbers you

82

• How Sociable: Tracks activity around a

• Simply Measured: Gives a look beyond

83

It gives useful input for detection

brand mentions to measure how share

(complaints) and useful input for prediction

of voice impacts brand perceptions,

(are they going to like it). Be aware

regional markets and reach. You can

that sentiment analysis doesn’t always

gain insights related to specific product

recognize sarcasm. There are various ways

categories by comparing keywords, and

to analyze on sentiment. For example,

also indicate which regional markets are

Twitter offers Search Advanced, where you

aware of your online presence.86 This is a

can filter messages by sentiment.

paid tool, but definitely worth looking at.

see, and what insights do they give?
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Create a Strategy to
Disseminate Information

information and consider how content
is displayed on mobile devices, because
there are more users accessing for instance
Facebook, Twitter or Pinterest from mobile
devices than people think. Make sure that

For the entrepreneurs among us, in this paragraph are several tools explaining

the sharing content is more straightforward

how to create a strategy to spread information around the world. First of all,

as well, because of the smaller screens.

statistics show what to look for when you’re creating a communication plan. If
you want to learn more about developing a tactic, format, tool or link, we’ve
added a very useful link to a website that explains it all. Thereby, you find some
tips about how to formulate the perfect message for your company, which would
be noticed by lots of people. And last but not least there are trends mentioned
that are applicable to the topic ‘Network Analysis and Social Media Mapping’
as described below.
teenagers. It certainly proves that a good
Analytics can influence business

social media strategy must adjust to these

approaches

ages, especially on Twitter, Facebook and

The social media data has been diversifying

Google+, because the age variation creates

In this manner, you ensure that the

in the last year. During the elaboration

differences in tastes and interests.

effectiveness of dissemination of the
companies’ message will increase. 93% of

of a strategy, it’s important to know
what your goals are and who your target

When you identify who your target

marketers use social media as part of a

group is. For example, Twitter’s fastest

audience is, you can approach them

marketing strategy83, but you must be sure

growing demographic is the 55-64 year

through their favorite platform and

to you use and find the right tool. If you

age bracket.

adjust the tone of voice to match. A fact

have doubts about something, ask one of

numbers is remarkable, because the

is that there are 189 million Facebook

your 93% fellows who are also joining the

thought prevails that social media is for

users ‘mobile only’.

online media for help.

88

The increase of these

83

Make avail of this
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(Previously mentioned in chapter 1 ‘How

in how an idea comes across. Creating

Social Media Effects Social Network,

important content is developed through

informing people’) Besides that, be aware

research, drafting, evaluation and refine.90

of the trends that are happening on the

Within this process, customize your URL by

web to increase the effectiveness of the

using the best content sites and ‘The Right

message.

Techniques’. The steps in the link help to
find the key words to refine your message.91

These ‘Statistics’ can change the way you
approach social media. Click on the link for
more statistics.

How to create a strategy and more
With the constantly changing social media
it’s hard to find the best social media
strategy, format, tool or link. Everybody
can think of something, but now there is a
tool for it. To have further information on
how to create shortened URLs, evergreen
queues, personalized recommendations
and more89: Click on ‘Tools’

Finding the right words and techniques
for a perfect message
Using the right words is a powerful
enforcer of a successful message, because
the right words make a world of difference
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TRENDS

CONCLUSION

Hyperlocal platforms transform social

Social network services adapt to each other

To sum-up, don’t be afraid of trying

media into data

Facebook created a tool called ‘The

different tools to find the one that suits

Entrepreneurs find it almost impossible to

Mentions Tap’ to engage with followers,

you most! With the rising of Internet, you

productively use the extreme volume of

discuss articles and hunt for information.

can sometimes be confused by the amount

messages that are posted on social media.

It’s a ‘parallel universe’, used by journalists

of available data. However, extracting and

Because of these struggles the amount of

for example to pair it with their own

analyzing data is a key stage to create

hyper local platforms with location-specific

personal accounts. It presents the

engagement within your community.

functions grows. Those platforms convert

professional service of Facebook, but

Also, it will help you to plan and improve

social media postings into usable data for

it’s very Twitter-like. ‘The News Feed’ in

your strategies, allowing you to bring your

companies and provide an opportunity

Mentions has no mention of friends, but

brand to another level.

for marketers to get to the core of what

only public content. There’s also a trending

people are saying about their companies.

tab, it encourages people to use it to

Examples of these platforms are:

discuss current events with the audience.

Venuelabs, Spotlyte, Earshot, Geofeedia,

It filters through tagged personal posts to

ListenLogic and LifeRaft. Click on the link

public posts. It only notifies about likes,

to get more information!

comments, mentions and follows and that’s

92

very similar to Twitter’s own Notifications
stream. When Facebook brings Mentions to
Android, people will use Facebook as much
as they use Twitter.93 Click on ‘The Mention
Tap’ to see the whole explanation about
the trend.
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5

Stakeholder
Engagement

According to a study performed by Forrester
Research, 6.2% of web users are responsible for
80% of influence in social media.94
As we previously said, because of the digitalization the influence
the crowd has on your company keeps strengthening steadily. The
reputation and success of your company does not belong only to
you anymore. It also belongs to your stakeholders. Everyone who
has an interest in a company, or who can influence a company
for good or for bad is a stakeholder. It could be a consumer, a
competitor, an employee, a supplier, a bondholder (a shareholder
that have a financial interest in your company) or even sometimes
the government.95 Therefore, engaging and interacting with them is
crucial. But, how can you engage with the stakeholders who are part
of a social network? In this chapter, we will first look at how to find
an effective way to reach stakeholders that navigate between the
traditional and the digital world. Then, we will look into the Consumer
Socialization Theory, and on how to reach the mass by using the 3%
Rule to finally create stakeholder engagement.
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Navigating Between the
Traditional and the Digital
World

was expensive and therefore, knowledge
and trust was only lying into huge, rich
and opaque institutions like media, banks,
governments, universities etc. The shift
appeared at the Digital age with the
birth of Internet and Social Media Sites.
Information became free: no particular

Do you remember the Rana Plaza scandal when an H&M factory collapsed in

medium, format, price required. Look at

Bangladesh revealing the bad conditions workers were confronted with97; or

Wikipedia, Apple Music, VOD channels

when hygiene labs found horsemeat in Findus

or E-books. Now, we are in need of

98

beef lasagna? Those scandals are

examples of the power of the crowd once something is out on the web.

connections. Because, the world is more
individualistic and seeks for engagement,

Marketers are very interested
in the value of online social
networks, and how leaders in
those networks can be used to
drive proactive behaviors in
the population - David Hahn96

line is executed by respecting human

marketers and PR need “to focus on the

rights.

‘who’ instead of the ‘how many’.”99

The battle of two worlds
For 600 years99 we have lived in a
traditional world where reaching the
crowd was the only way to be known.

Why is it important?

When Gutenberg invented the printing

The mass can force you to change, as

press, the distribution age arise, codifying

they influenced H&M, Findus and many

simultaneously the way the world worked.

others brands to improve their Corporate

Suddenly, it was all about mass media

Social Responsibility (CSR) by being more

content, messages, channels and formats

transparent, picking wisely their suppliers

(30 seconds ads, 2000 words news etc.).

and by ensuring that the whole production

Information, because of technical needs,
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Traditional media is a high
reach, but low engagement
game, whereas social media
is a low reach but high
engagement game.
99

The last two elements come from the

Social Media is a sharp move because with

digital world:

the E-WOM (online word-of-mouth) you

4. Aspirational: Consumer’s insights and

will have a low cost solution102 to spread

needs (“deeper meaning behind the

the values and story about your brand.

purchase intent”).

Using individuals instead of the mass is an

5. Psychological: Consumer’s behaviors

– Richard Stacy

effective way to reach a larger audience;

and identity (interaction with the world,

it works as a waterfall intensifying as

In this consumer-centered society, you

“How do they consume content? Are

it propagates. But, what can you do to

have to be smart and navigate between

they a driver or intuitive? Creative or

engage with your stakeholders?

both worlds. Most of consumer choices

analytical?”).

(whether we buy or not this product, like or
not this brand etc.) begin online.100 People

By doing so, consumers will feel that your

have a boundless amount of tools that

brand listens and that it understands their

they can use to build their own opinions.

needs. As the overabundance of data made

To increase customer’s satisfaction

them resistant to advertisement, they

towards brands and gain their preference,

now need to be inspired by companies.

marketing and communication strategies

To stand out from the rest it’s not only the

have to focus on five elements.

quality of your products or services that is

101

essential.100 It’s mainly the way you handle
Three of them come from the traditional

customer’s relationship that will define

world:

whether your brand is good or not.

1. Transactional: Product or service they
purchase and its price.
2. Generational: Age and generation of the
buyer.
3. Geographical: Address of the buyer.

What does this mean for your business?
It means that you will have to engage more
with your stakeholder to improve your
reputation. As an entrepreneur,
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Increasing Consumers’
Purchases using the Consumer
Socialization Theory

Social network sites have formed a new
way to engage between customers and
brands, and therefore are new types of
socialization agents. These SNS provide the
opportunity for consumers to speak and
facilitate communication with peers.106 The
Ward theory is essential to get the best out

You can see the importance of influencing and engaging your business’

of your companies strategy.

stakeholders, when you know how powerful they are. To understand it, we have to

with other people.103 The theory of Ward

19% of the “tweets” on the
twitter website are found to
be brand related, in many of
them people seek to find some
information about the brand
or share their experience

defined consumer socialization as the

- Jansen & Zhang (2009)106

look at a term called ‘socialization’.
Simply said, socialization is a lifelong
process during which we learn about
social expectations and how to interact

“process by which young people acquire
skills, knowledge, and attitudes relevant

The Social Learning Process107

to their functioning as consumers in the

Rising numbers of consumers use social

marketplace”.

media to communicate with others and

104

Socialization agents

(family, school, peers and mass media)

search for information. The socialization

directly shape the individual’s attitude

process in which consumers learn values,

and behavior.105 Shown by many studies,

attitudes and skills can take three forms:

peer communication can strongly predict

modeling, reinforcement, or social

the attitude and behavior of consumers

interaction.108 Let’s place these mechanisms

toward products and services, or brands.

in a social media setting to understand.
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1. Modeling: This involves imitation of the

Drives people to learn about a product

features on SNS that stimulate learning

peer. The consumer buys the same brand

themselves by seeking information.

and also make it possible for consumers

or avoids other brand to be like peers.

Newcomers that acquire more information

to exchange information and engage in

from peers become more interested in a

experiences. This helps generate product

or punishment. The consumer likes or

product and get higher involved.107 They

interest effectively. Finally, make sure you

purchases the product, to get a more

are more likely to purchase a product

monitor all peer communication, so you

intimate relationship from peers. A lack

and show positive attitudes toward it.

can identify new areas of consumer values

of purchase can lead to exclusion from

Strong ties are more likely to provide

and interest.

the group.

them this knowledge and thus have more

2. Reinforcement: This involves reward

3. Social interaction: This involves

influence than weak ties. This means that

Understanding consumer online

interactions with socialization agents in

consumption-related peer communications

socialization processes – and specifically

social context, and can be a combination

through social media can significantly

the influence of peer communication – is

of modeling and reinforcement. Peers

influence newcomer’s attitudes toward

vital for your brand. Focus not only at

wield influences in written messages:

the product.

the majority but the types of people your

positive and negative reviews,
comments, and discussions.

brand is attracting.
Implementation of the theory

107

The outcome: Consumer behaviors and

Now that you know this, you can create

attitude results from learning through

skills to engage and interact with potential

interaction.

consumers that fit your brand. Like said
in chapter 3, think about creating or

Research on interpersonal influence

sponsoring an online brand community.

identifies two forms of how peers

Beside the fact that it increases the

influence newcomers:

positive WOM around your brands, it also

Normative (direct) influence: Pushes

offers consumers the ability to develop

people to conform with group norms.

relationships with people who have

Informational (indirect) influence:

similar interests. Use content and structure
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How to Reach the Mass by
using the 3% Rule

Gang of Ten
The ten people who identify themselves
by either complaining about you, praising
you or asking a question for which your
organization provides an answer.110 Look for

The 3% rule is a guideline for businesses created by Richard Stacy. As a social

these people commenting on your work,

media consultant and professor, his theory began on a London campus at a

they are the ones you want to keep talking

Communication school. The classroom was devised mostly of students from

to improve your business. They change

France and Belgium. He had two classes of thirty students in which he used for

so periodically you cannot target them

an experiment to see how students utilize Facebook. He asked them all the same

specifically. However, you can do three

question, “Why do you use it?” Not much to his surprise, only one student in

things to utilize the power of the gang of

each class said they used it to keep up with a business for reasons more than

ten: listen to the stakeholders to create

incentives.

individual and personal contacts, grow a
reputation as a personable and attentive

This is where Stacy developed the numbers
for his theories. One out of thirty people,
or 3%, will be the only people really
looking into your company’s content.
This is especially useful for people using
Facebook to market. If only that small
of a number is looking at your page,
your content should shift from the entire
audience to individual. Within your 3% are
three types of important people essential

Most trends are started,
not by one influential, but
by a critical mass of easily
influenced people, each of
whom is exposed to an idea or
product by a single member
of their community, said
Watt, who calls the people
who trigger these cascades
’accidental influentials’.109

business. Give personal attention.

Super Fan
A super fan is someone who, for whatever
reason, has a particular interest in your
brand. They are self-created and defined
people that a business can’t make. Super
fan’s motivations aren’t in recognition of
the business, but with other people just as
enthusiastic. An example of this type of

to influence: Gang of ten, the super fan

people would be the people who write for

and influencer.

Wikipedia, known as Wikipedians.111
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Almost all of their articles are written

using people with influence is an easy way

anonymously and they write hundreds

to get word out. Forbes has developed

of them. The motivation isn’t focused on

a formula to find the type of people you

informing the public, but mostly to gain

want as influencers.

respect from the other people writing.111

Influence = Audience Reach
(number of followers) x
Brand Affinity (expertise
and credibility) x Strength of
Relationship with Followers114

Therefore, they generally take articles
seriously to gain respect. This helps the
reader in return as they find all of the
information they are looking for quick.

read about your business come mostly

One American in ten tells the
other nine how to vote, where
to eat, and what to buy.
They are The Influentials

from the super fan; they take those reviews

- Ed Keller and Jon Berry

Super fans spend almost all of their time
obsessively commenting positively on your
business. For consumers, the reviews they

So what does this mean? Look beyond
people with just plenty of followers, and
find the one’s that people will believe.
Without expertise and credibility, like the
second part states, they will never be a

more seriously than their best friend’s
opinions. Other ways to benefit from them

Influencers

good choice. There is a recent statistic that

are : use their negative comments to

Essentially, they are people with strong

some fashion bloggers have more power

improve customer service, allow them to

social media power that can influence

than Taylor Swift.113 There are a few options

aid in the co-creation process, encourage

people to either use or avoid your

your company has to find influencers such

as much as involvement with points and

company. For example, a celebrity posting

as: Buzzsomo, Followerwonk, or even

rewards. It’s easy to see how useful these

a photo using a product on Instagram or

searching social media platforms with a

people are for their consumer intelligence.

starring in a YouTube ad (e.g. when the

hashtag related to your company.

The super fan can save money the brand is

British Youtuber

already spending on research companies

Asda channel for her popularity). Instead of

and in-house market analysis.

constantly searching for people to market,

112

113

Zoella was featured in an
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Reaching your Stakeholder

This can be done through Stakeholder
Mapping.

Make sure that you reach the 3%, consisting of the Gang of Ten, Super Fans,
and Influencers, such as described above. How? It’s necessary as a brand to
be honest, unique and attentive. Stakeholder engagement is therefore the
solution. Stakeholder engagement is divided into three trends that are discussed
very often these days among many companies: Stakeholder trust, stakeholder
overload and stakeholder mapping.114
is multidimensional and it isn’t always
Stakeholder Trust

obvious on which dimension executives

Stakeholders namely want to give their

must focus, when they are working on

trust to organizations that really deserve

all kinds of particular constituency.116

it. It means that companies must do their

Currently, companies have to stand in

It’s good to know that there is a possibility

very best at building a relationship with

the middle of the market and the society.

to determine what factors are important to

them. In addition, they want to be treated

Businesses therefore have to work harder

which stakeholders. For instance, people

as autonomous people, with attention to

to create credibility and trust from their

that are in low-intensity relationships

us as human beings with their own wishes,

stakeholders. Don’t just make a story, but

don’t base their trust on the benevolence,

(brain-) preferences and emotions.115

actually radiate authenticity and sincerity.116

kindness and concern of the organization
towards the stakeholder, but people in

Stakeholder Overload

Stakeholder Mapping

high-intensity relationships do. Being

One of the reasons why it’s difficult to

Technology allows us to connect 24/7

honest and having strong moral principles

manage stakeholder trust and build

with each other and many organizations.

is significantly more relevant for people

a relationship, is that there are many

This ensures that new communication

in low-intensity relationships than in high-

different stakeholder groups, each with

opportunities arise, but forces you to

intensity ones.117

their own needs and perspectives. Trust

orientate better on possibilities and risks.116
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Besides that, you have to keep an eye

and investors, click on the following link:

and liked idea was a role in the short video

on which stakeholders are involved in

Stakeholder Trust

for its creator. For the other, another game
is launched to win famous objects from the

your business and have a good insight
in the seemingly important role of value

Crunch: An example of engagement

movie. The brand relied on collaborative

consistence and identification. Thereby

To attract a young connected target

intelligence to finally broadcast a 10

consider more fully that the contexts,

group, Crunch decided to partner with the

minutes episode full of humor and non-

in which integrity is composite without

YouTube humorist Norman Thavaud. In

sense. The result:

compassion, is a recipe for distrust.

their first collaborative campaign, Crunch

• From 2000 to 3000 ideas daily from

Investigate more carefully the difference

sent the humorist on a world tour to

between managerial and technical

promote the brand but let the audience

• 10 million views on SNS.

competence. Evaluate the costs and

pick the destinations. The campaign was

• An increase of 84,000 likes on the

benefits of transparency initiatives more

a huge success resulting in the increase

rigorously.117

of Crunch reputation online and offline.

120, 121

In 2012, the company reasserted its will
Deeper knowledge in these and other areas

to attract the Millennials (Generation Z).

will help companies become more adept

The brand pursued its collaboration with

at managing the trust of stakeholders.

the French agency JWT Paris, Norman

In that manner, you can take advantage

Thavaud and their fans, by letting the latter

of the various benefits from it, such as:

propose and vote for different steps of the

improved collaboration with suppliers,

scenario where Norman will act. They also

increased motivation and productivity

chose some of the catch phrases Norman

among employees, enhanced loyalty

will have to say, characters and adventures

from customers and higher levels of

he will have to face. The interactive project

support from investors. More of these

took place on Facebook and on an app

findings about how to build trust with

created for the occasion: “Super Social

your customers, employees, suppliers

Movie”. The reward for the most creative

the community.

Crunch page on Facebook.
• 300,000 likes on the Facebook page
created for the campaign.
• A rise of 1.6 point on its market share.
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TRENDS

It’s not the notion of influence
that’s new, it’s the technology
that is now enabling it to a
greater degree. – Matthew Hurst96
Social Network Sites have brought

CONCLUSION

• InkyBee: If you are only interesting in

You certainly don’t have the same financial

bloggers, use InkyBee to find them. With

resources as Crunch. However, bare in mind

a “list” and 3 keywords, this website will

that collaborative marketing is a cheap way

sort the whole web to find the influencers

to build your reputation and improve your

that fit the most to the research’s terms.

brand. By including your audience in your

• Traackr: Traackr differs from the other

communication process, you can build a

influencers to the fore. The number of

tools because it does not only allow you

long lasting relationship with them. Think

opinion leaders has drastically risen,

to find influencers, but it also helps you

about your core values, know and listen

making them more noticeable, locatable

to manage the interaction and build an

to your audience (see chapter 6) to find

and reachable.

impactful relationship with them. In it,

out how to interact with them. What you

you will be able to build a list of opinion

have to retain from this campaign is that

leaders that are important to your brand,

engaging with your stakeholder will create

shape a full profile on them, and find

customer loyalty.

117

But what tools

118

can you

use to find, but also to engage them?

• Simply Measured: A social Analytics
Tools that will assess and analyse Twitter,

updates and insight on everything they

LinkedIn, Facebook, Vine, Google

shared and posted lately.

Analytics or others platforms to collect

• re:fluence : re:fluence or Relevent
119

Whether you want it or not, stakeholders
are now creating your brand with you. Their

data and identify the most important

Influencers is an app combining the

influence rose so it’s no longer the mass

influencers among your followers. With

features of Klout and PRweb tools.

that is the easiest to reach, but in actuality

it, you will be able to know who to reach.

Indeed, with re:fluence you will be able

a few influencers. By listening more, you

• Kred: is similar as Klout (see chapter 4).

to find and target your influencers, but

are now improving a two-step flow process

However, instead of just providing you

also to use the platform to create and

where you learn how to monitor and earn

someone’s influence score, it will also

distribute your content, measure your

trust. By reading through the chapter you

give you the likelihood this person have

data, and define your audience.

will find the tools necessary for the best

of sharing content.

stakeholder engagement possible.
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6

Art of
Listening

If we were supposed to talk more than we listen,
we would have two tongues instead of one and
one ear instead of two. – Mark Twain
The previous chapter clarified that companies should engage with
their customers; it’s more than just the traditional way of ‘speaking’
and ‘messaging’.122 Why is it hard for companies to participate in
those conversations? Various studies indicate the importance of
listening as a communication skill. When we are awake, we spend 70%
to 80% of our day to a certain form of communication: 9% in writing,
16% in reading, 30% in speaking and 45% in listening. However, the
human being is a bad and an inefficient listener. In school, people
are taught how to speak and not how to listen.123 This means that we
need to use our mental capacity to focus on listening and talking
effectively. Companies must carefully analyze how, where and when
they can participate to create specific content that includes the
customer’s needs and wishes.122

This chapter provides insight on what happens if you don’t listen to
your customers, how and why to improve your listening strategies,
give good international examples of companies to follow, and tools to
aid you along the way.
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Are you Listening...?

At that time, Coca-Cola wanted to improve
their formula. They went to experiment
the new flavor with focus groups, but

As seen in the previous chapters, companies went from building themselves

didn’t look further when 12% of the sample

according to a top-down process to a multi-conversational process. Traditionally,

said they will be angry with the brand if

the power was lying in the hand of few opaque institutions and the crowd had no

they changed the flavor. Therefore, when

other choice but to believe their truth.

they released their new Coke it was a
firestorm of protests and they had to

Back then, every entrepreneur was

take the original formula back. What they

following a popular phrase acknowledged

missed was the emotional bond consumers

by Henry Ford which states the following:

had with their Coca-Cola (now named

“If I would have asked customers what

“Classic”), and the impact the brand had

they wanted, they would have said faster

on people.126 It’s something consumers

horses”. Now, some CEO and entrepreneurs

don’t like to talk about or are not aware

still think listening to your customers

of, because it relates to unconscious

to improve your brand will lead to a

motivation and behavior. Some clients even

dangerous path. Alan Kay124, like Henry

panicked and bought more than $1,000

Ford, believes “the best way to predict

of Coca-Cola to still get their special

the future is to invent it”. However, in his

moment with their favorite drink. But why,

statement, even though he underlines the

even when they are trying, companies still

fact that you should not rely on customers

don’t listen to the most obvious feedback

for everything, he admitted the importance

Bad listening

of listening to them to make them happy.

When looking at Coca-Cola as an example,

afraid of listening? Of losing control? Or

it is obvious that the 1985 fiasco

maybe, it’s because we aren’t taught how

have been avoided by listening.

provided by their community?127 Are they

125

could

to listen.
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Selecting the most relevant data and

It’s easy to think that because we are

reading between the lines is not easy. The

expert, or just human, we know what

reason is that sometimes we are blinded

everyone wants. According to a study130,

by our own thoughts and personality.

76% of marketers are convinced they know

According to Bernard Ferrari128 and

customer’s needs, when only 34% have

McKinsey

129

there are six archetypes of bad

actually solicited them.

listeners.
• The Grouch: A poor listener convinced

What has changed?

that there is only one truth, his. His main

The customer’s influence implied by Kevin

characteristic: Contemptuous

Roberts is now even more overwhelming

• The Opinionator: A better listener…

because of Social Media. Collectively but

if your ideas conformed his. His main

also, individually consumers can reach

characteristic: Intimidating

you, talk to you, complain or compliment

• The Preambler: Use one-sided

your brand and its products. These “social

and rhetorical question. His main

consumers”132 are using every channel

characteristic: Biased

and tool - views, likes, thumbs-up, thumbs

• The Persevator: Talk more than listen

down, comments - to make their voice

and speak for nothing. His main

heard. As an entrepreneur, you are one

characteristic: Egotistical

step ahead of huge established companies

• The Answer Man: Respond to everything,

in the Art of Listening. Indeed, you may

even when the question is not yet asked.

find that listening to your consumers and

His main characteristic: Need to help and

monitoring data are not easy. However, if

impress

you do it properly, it will be much faster

• The Pretender: Listen but do the
opposite. His main characteristic: Good
at faking and acting.

and simpler to implement customer’s
feedbacks into your business model.125

You don’t own your brand
anymore. You have to give up
control and you have to give
it to your customer, give it to
the people. Then you have to
listen and to play with them,
not manipulate them. - Kevin
Roberts, global CEO Saatchi & Saatchi131
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… Are you sure?

The perception gap
IBM surveyed more than 1,000 consumers
worldwide to uncover what drives them

The changing role of consumers in the communication chain has a direct impact

to engage with companies on SNS.

on how brands have to draw attention to their products and services.133 Today’s

Next to that, 350 executives were asked

brands adopt social media to get closer to their customers.

why they think customers interact with

134

Clearly, social

media is where consumers are congregating to engage with brands and be part

their organization.134 As shown in the

of the community. In this way, they can learn about new products and give their

figure to the left, they found significant

opinion about it. If you as an entrepreneur already knew this -and took this for

gaps between the answers. Consumers

granted - you should keep reading because it isn’t true. Do you understand what

reported ‘getting discounts or coupons’

customers value? Do you know what triggers them to seek out for your brand?

and ‘purchasing products and services’

The answer might be the complete opposite of what you think.

as the top reasons they would interact
with businesses through social media.
Compared to companies that cite discounts
and purchasing products or services as the
two last things customers were interested
in when following businesses via social
media. Also, they were three times more
likely to think consumers are interested
in interacting with them to feel part of a
community.135 The outcomes in this figure
empathize the importance of listening and
being aware of the consumers’ motivation.
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The adaptive business will
think more like a customer,
considering their needs and
their need within each new
channel rather that telling
them what they think they
want to hear. If you are unsure,
ask. – Brian Solis

which tracks consumers’ behavior and

good listener because you listening and

predicts outcomes. But only 1% of the

creating space for dialogue.

people click through.136 The data doesn’t
really know their needs. If you find out

Matching the types of listening to data

what their motivation is, you can do a

When you look at the types of data, you

lot more. You can collect motivational

can see behavioral data is an equivalent of

data by listening to your customers, and

Downloading and is not about finding new

asking what they want.

information, while in contrast motivational
data is consistent with Informative and

Now we are going to look at the five types

Empathic Listening for learning. By asking

of listening: The first type is Downloading,

questions to the consumer you find out

which means that everything you hear,

new information and let the data talk to

confirms what you already know. But when

you. Also, it shows that you’re a good

you notice what is new and pay attention

listener because you create space for

to facts you are Informative Listening.

dialogue. In this way, motivational data can

If you can also see the situation through

have great advantage for your business.

the eyes of another person you operate
by Empathic Listening. You are engaged

How to collect motivational data

Behavior and motivation

in real dialogue and carefully listen to

A simple trick is to turn it around.

The same disengagement applies to

the whole story. The 4 type Generative

Instead of asking how your company

online advertising. Perhaps users of

Listening, is connected to a deeper source

should engage with customers, ask your

Adblockers wouldn’t grow 3 million

of knowing and Non-Listening means

customers why they would interact with

a week136, if brands created relevant

that you’re not listening at all. By asking

your brand.134 And if you aren’t sure what

advertising. Most of the online ads and

questions to the consumer you find out

customers value, ask questions. For

the systems that show them are based on

new information and let the data talk to

example, the Dutch company RLVNT,

behavioral data (the famous ‘cookies’),

you. Next to that, it shows that you’re a

created its own panel-app to improve

th
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their campaigns and make them more

time and listens about 80% of the time.”

relevant for the target group.

Open yourself to the possibilities that can

137

Via the

app they monthly ask participants a few

be drawn from conversations with others

short questions. When they reply they get

and then use the 20% to challenge their

a chance to win a gift card and they will

assumptions.

always see the outcome of the campaign.
This is a good strategy to collect data,
because consumers are willing to interact
with brands if they believe they can
benefit from it and feel they can trust the
company.134 Other ways to capture the
consumer insight are creating polls and
challenges on social media. Keep it short
and simple. If you let the customer be
part of the process, it will also help build
advocacy and brand affinity.134

Understanding and responding to the
intrinsic motivation of consumers is more
powerful than encroaching advertisements
based on the expressed behavior.133
Throughout the following part we will
provide you tips and strategies to be a
better listener. But the first advice we can
give you is to try Bernard Ferrari’s rule128:
“a good listener speaks about 20% of the
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The Importance of Listening

Why is listening essential?

However, so many companies go through

more common than not before they even

Look at the image above. Notice all the

guessing what the customer wants rather

buy your product. By checking into what

different types of people involved in the

than truly paying attention. To do so, there

people are saying, good and bad, the

process, the type of work they produced,

are several places a business can look to

feedback will tell you exactly what your

even the practicality of the different results.

improve those skills.

consumer wants. In the past, this took

Think of the business you have currently,

much longer with collecting traditional

and the amount of opinions and ideas

Social Media Platform140

survey results, etc. Take advantage of the

that you can add personally to this chart.

The most honest feedback you will ever

access you can have now all by checking

It’s almost overwhelming thinking of the

receive is through social media. People are

into what people say about your company.

amount of factors that affect a brand.

notorious for being more ruthless online,

Use this tool to start a dialogue with any

Believe it or not, all of these people can

and the same goes for brand reviews.

of the commenters you would like more in-

come together to make the most important

Customers will not be afraid to put every

depth feedback about.

version, the customer approved, all just by

detail of the experience they had with your

listening.

brand. Potential buyers read these

139
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Comment boxes138

It’s important for you to know that as your

As noted in the picture, there are a lot of

These are an easy tool for people to give

business continues to grow, not everything

people involved in the production and

immediate responses. For example, if they

will go perfectly. There will be negative

evolution of the company. Listening to your

purchase online you could immediately

comments and you have to know how to

customers is so important to improve the

send an email asking for comments on

correctly handle them. There are four key

brand. However, none of that can be put

how the process went. Customers who

steps to this: listen, interpret, respond,

in motion without your whole business

respond right after will have had something

monitor. Research shows it’s likely that

on board with the ideas and potential

memorable for them to talk about. The

you can exceed a 10% rise in sales from a

changes.142 In an article by Bernard

same could happen if you sent out an email

good feedback system, as well as reaping

Ferrari, he describes working with a chief

after they received the product: asking

the benefits from improved search engine

operating officer (COO) of a large medical

for updates on what they like about your

positions.141 For more in-depth information

institution. He quoted the COO saying he,

brand, what they don’t like and how they

on these, here is a link from Entrepreneur.

“couldn’t run an operation as complex as a

think you can fix it. By giving them the

com regarding all four points.

hospital without seeking input from people
at all levels of the staff—from the chief

power to share their own stories, you can’t
predict what the customer will respond
with. It could even be an answer to a
question you haven’t asked yet.

Well-designed Surveys138
If a survey asks too many questions, most
people will not take the time to finish them.
Keep them short, to the point, focusing
only on what the customer can tell you.
Shift the attention on what the customers
thought about your brand rather than on
what products they bought.

There’s no doubt that
customer service is essential.
Gartner, a marketing research
firm, found that by 2016, 89
percent of the companies it
surveyed expect to compete
mostly on the basis of
customer experience. Just four
years ago, the survey showed
that only 36 percent of
respondents had that plan.138

of surgery to the custodial crew”. Every
person in your business is valuable. Show
respect to that by listening to every idea
your employees have and allow for free
flow of information.
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TRENDS

In the era of social media, there are many

• This website of Usabilla can be used in

followers, or domain or page authority.

new ways to listen and communicate better

any browser and on any device. It doesn’t

with your customers. Which websites and

matter how the respondent accesses

talking about the keywords associated

tools can help you with asking feedback

your website, they can always give their

with your business, such as: Google

from your customers, and monitor the

feedback on for example your websites,

Analytics and Social Mention. This tool

influencers of your businesses?

applications or emails.

highlights who has a voice in these

• Netprofiler is an online marketing

The art of effective
listening is essential to clear
communication, and clear
communication is necessary
to management success

agency that specializes in measuring and

• Delicious tracks the people who are

subject areas.
• Boardreader is a tool developed to

improving online results. They support in

address the shortcomings of current

designing, implementing, monitoring and

search engine technology. Here you can

analyzing, so companies get the most out

get a fast and quality search for your

of their website.

own forum.

- James Cash Penney
Have you ever wished for finding your
With ‘crowd-testing’ you use a crowd of

influencers posts quickly and easily on

testers that will test your product, app or

social media? These days you can find what

website etc. on their devices in their own

you need simply by typing in a topic or

environment, and give their opinion on it.

influencer name in the main search bar144,

Examples of these websites are:

such as the following:

• On trnd customers can try new products

• Buzzsumo is a great tool to find

143

and give at the same time their feedback

influencers. It shows which people and

to the brand, so companies can improve

blogs are most active on a topic and

For more information about influencer

the product based on that feedback.

those who are widely followed. It can

monitoring go back to chapter 5.

For instance, Gilette campagne.

sort by useful metrics like number of
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CONCLUSION

Great companies and leaders have a clear

However, this chapter provided tips to

companies need to design experiences

understanding of how to listen to their

enhance your business to be like the

that deliver tangible value in return for

company. Successful brands, like the

three successful international ones: turn

customers’ time, attention, endorsement

Coca Cola brand mentioned previously,

it around by asking what customers like

and data. By listening to your customers

had to learn how to do that to keep their

about your brand, ask questions as to why

intently, the brand your company will

business going. Without that relationship,

they feel that way, and use simple polls and

create is made and supported by the

there is no foundation to your business.

challenges.

people. So with that, are you really

It’s as simple as that. This principle was

listening? You should be.

exemplified throughout the three countries

In just years of practicing this, big

mentioned above. It’s important to note

companies took their customer experience

that all of them went beyond the typical

focus from 36% to 89%. Your company

45% listening that people do. That number

can do that to: checking social media

doesn’t even reflect good listening- where

platforms, comment boxes and well

you spend 80% processing information

designed surveys. To successfully exploit

rather than responding.

the potential of social media,
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<<< INTERNATIONAL COMPARISON >>>

Make them feel comfortable,
ask more questions, ask
them about their family, ask
them what they like, and be
involved. (…) Stop talking

France – Caudalie145

Created in 1995, their products are mainly

If you think the French brand Michel et

distributed in drugstores, among other brands.

Augustin, seen in chapter 3 for its powerful

Therefore, to listen carefully to its customers

brand community could be a successful

the brand has developed several tools. Firstly, as

example in the Art of Listening, you are right!

a client you will find in each product a coupon

- Stephen Key from InventRight

The brand is known for its collaboration with its

with a series of questions from the name of

fans regarding choices of packaging or recipes.

the tested products to the location of the

Listening brands in different countries

In France, the Food Industry is the sector that

pharmacy etc. These coupons help the brands

To exemplify deeper insights of listening,

uses the Art of Listening the most easily and

to know more about their audience and their

below are examples ranging from France, the

efficiently. Look at the example of Crunch

consumption habits.

Netherlands and the United States of brands

(Chapter 5). But right now, we are going to

that have succeeded at this. We have created

explore the Beauty brand Caudalie.

Moreover, customers can fill out a questionnaire

a criteria of the ways all of them have listened

called “ordonnance beauté” (beauty

exceptionally to their consumers, and can be

prescription). Within the survey, she/he can put

used as guidelines to help your own company

down the type of her/his skin and the problems

succeed. We’ve selected these brands for the

she/he is facing, allowing Caudalie to build a

unique and customized way of reaching their

qualitative database according skin types, age,

consumers. All three of the companies will

gender etc. In return, the consumer receives

answer the following questions:

a personalized diagnosis and free skin-type
personalized samples for her/his birthday.

1. How does a company listen?

On their Facebook page you can also take a

2. Which tools do they use?

“My anti’ox profile” quiz and obtain tips

3. How do customers react on it?

according your needs.

4. How can you apply this to your business?
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following photo. (Look at the following chapter
for more information on personalization)

In 2003, the brand received daily 200 coupons,

Website, Facebook). This software allows

600 emails, 30 beauty prescriptions, and the

the brand to have more insight on customer

same amount of spontaneous mail. Finally, they

behaviors. Indeed, in France and Spain they

occasionally welcome about thirty consumers

noticed that clients would rather use the phone

to get feedback on Caudalie’s products and talk

to contact Caudalie, while Asian countries

about their needs and expectations. Recently,

will rather interact with them through social

Caudalie improved its customer service by

media sites or chat. Each of these tools allows

using a CRM software solution established

the brand to improve and adapt its products,

by Easiware. They used a unique platform for

but also to individualize more efficiently

every country with a multilingual interface.

their communication. Caudalie is now able to

This platform collects remarks and enquiries of

personalize its products, contests, newsletters

clients among all their social tools (Instagram,

and answers to comment posts as seen in the
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The Netherlands – Police application SAIL
In 2015 the enormous event ‘SAIL’ took place in
Amsterdam, the Netherlands. The police wanted
to be sure that they had alternative routes for
places where many people would be waiting in
line during the event. Therefore, all guests of the
event had to turn on their Bluetooth, because
then the police could see where everyone
was located. However, people don’t like to be
followed by the police, when there’s absolutely
no benefit for themselves to it. That’s why

In the application all information about the

VIa the app users can also buy tickets for SAIL

they came up with something else. What if the

event could be found: From the location of the

Music Marina or articles from SAIL Webshop.

application not only has benefits for the police,

ships, to the full program including the map.

And with the special ‘Where am I’ tool users can

but also for the visitors of the event. That’s

Ideal to determine your route to visit the SAIL

find all the particularities in their environment.147

when the application: ‘SAIL’ was created.146

AMSTERDAM 2015, because each program
component contains a description and shows

Through listening to their target audience,

where all the activities take place. With the app

the police now had the possibility to take

visitors will always be up to date on the latest

advantages of the application. With the end-

news about the event. Via Bluetooth, they also

result everyone was able to quickly and easily

get automatically information about 10 ships

move themselves during the event.

that passes by. Which is very nice when the
boats pass during the SAIL-IN Parade or when
you are walking along when they’re moored in
the Port Orange (IJhaven).
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USA - Starbucks “My Starbucks Idea”
Starbucks is one of the most famous coffee
shops in the world. With 23,000 stores across the
globe ranging from one in a historic Amsterdam
bank to a double decker bus in Geneva there is
no limits to where the next one could be. One
of the ways they make their vast amount of
stores unique is the relationship they have with
their customers. One of their best campaigns
is the “My Starbucks Idea”. It’s a website where
members can login to vote on different flavors,
share ideas ranging from product reviews
and suggestions to in-store experience and
involvement with the community.148 The very
foundation of this idea is based upon listening
to the customer. Created in 2008, Starbucks
was one of the first corporate adopters of social
media platforms extending from Facebook,
Twitter, Pinterest, G+, and YouTube.

it will be by how they vote for it. All of their

see the amazing results. Proof of their success

information came for free and directly from the

can also be seen in various margins such as:

Their first year generated a staggering 70,000

customer. By listening to the votes, Starbucks

Market cap in May 2015 of $70.9 billion, and

ideas, marketing the most successful ideas onto

gave all the power to the people. Some more

ranked by Forbes as the 45th most innovative

all of their platforms.148 People upload their

examples of all the ways they have benefited

company and 52nd most valuable brand in the

suggestions, others can validate how successful

from the website, the chart is wonderful tool to

world.149
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COMPARISON

and personalized e-mails. It’s also a possibility

or likes a product or service, ask why and ask

There are different ways to use motivational data

to create an online campaign, like ‘My Starbucks

about their criteria.

from customers to improve your business service.

Idea’, or such as ‘My anti’ ox profile’ to connect

For instance to get insight in the characteristics

with your audience.

(skin and age), and opinions about products from

• Guide your community into giving you
detailed information in order to improve your
brand.

your customers, like Caudalie does. Alternatively,

Give customers personalized answers, products,

• Give personalized answers via every used tool.

the Sail-application helps visitors to find the best

tips, or benefits on an application. Show that

• Listen to your target audience and give power

routes during the event. A way to really engage

you listen and give them the feeling that their

to the people. Show that their opinion and

with your community is; create a platform where

opinion really matters. Then people will be

ideas really count.

customers can share their ideas and opinions,

impressed and share their suggestions and

like Starbucks. They developed a place for

comments in return. Being a listening company

co-creation and inventing ideas together for

increases reputation and image in a positive way.

entertainment, because it’s online the company

Customers will see your brand as a person they

benefits for your company, but think about

also can use the data of these customers.

talk to. They feel safe, trusted and valuable. In all

your customers.

examples, you can see that listening creates not

• Invent modern solutions for your goals, like
applications, websites, platforms etcetera.
• Create win-win situations. Don’t add only

• Use crowd testing. It is a method to test your

These three examples really want to engage

only benefits for the customers, but for the brand

product, service, app or website. Customers

with their target group and listen to their ideas,

as well. Below you will find several tips that you

will give their opinion while they are on their

opinions, and needs. They are empathetic and

can use with managing your start-up company:

own devices in their own environment.

informative type of listeners. Offline you can

• Go beyond the result. Try to look for

• Use focus groups to test, and to obtain

create engagement by trying to connect through

unconscious motivations, search for emotion

information about your product, service, app

coupons, questionnaires and focus groups.

and behaviors, and try to interpret them

or website.

When we talk about online engagement, you can

yourself (because a machine can’t read it).

choose for (Sail) applications, (Caudalie) CRM
software, comments on your social media sites,

• Engage with your audience by asking more
questions if you need to. If someone complains

• Make it easy for your customers to share
opinions or suggestions. Make them feel safe,
trusted and valuable.
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Ethical
Principles:
Big data
and HyperPersonalization

A natural progression from listening to your audience is capturing
the data around it. Big Data is fundamentally changing the marketing
landscape.150 It allows companies to collect personal data from their
customers and analyze things that weren’t previously possible.
Webshops suggest products based on your viewing history, Netflix
automates your movie recommendations and Facebook shows
news feeds that correspond to your preferences and behavior.
Personalization is no longer a luxury, but an expectation.151 This
has implications for the way brands manage their relationship with
consumers. What are the limitations to personalization and collecting
personal data? How far can you go without losing your consumers’
trust? In this chapter we’re going to dive into ethics, define the terms
Big Data and Hyper-Personalization and show you some examples
and tools to strengthen the customer experience and handle ethical
questions. Afterwards, we give several predictions how it could affect
our lives through examples of trends.

Data has been “big” all along. What has changed
now is not just scale and cross-channel inputs,
but the sheer speed and accessibility of data as
it moves to the cloud and becomes present on
any device anywhere. Making data actionable in
real time and at the point of critical need or
decision-making is where data is not just big,
but enormously effective. - Smith (2012)158
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The Impact of Network Ethics
on Business Practices

to fix your cholesterol? These are all
interesting angles for the future because
technology has seemingly limitless
potential to improve our lives. However,
should humans themselves become

Technology is progressing at an exponential high speed while our ethics, social

technology? The answer differs from each

contract and laws remain the same. Be more of a ‘nowist’ than a ‘futurist’.152 Ethics

person, but we aren’t downloaded, we are

are moral decent principles that govern human conduct or group’s behavior.

born. Find the balance between pursuing

It contains study of universal values: fundamental equality of all men and women,

humanity (allowing inefficiency) and using

human and natural rights, obedience to the law of a country, concern for health,

technology (diving efficiency), because we

safety, and natural environment.153 In short, it’s a set principle of right conducts,

need both.152

a theory of moral values.
Right or wrong

We permit technology in our (business) lives

The big question is, how do you know

People don’t think in numbers; we are

what’s right or wrong? With morality, it

much more complex and our actions

differs according to personality, education,

are affected by our ethics. On the other

or culture. Values are standards considered

hand, technological machines will have

worthwhile or desirable, like honesty, loyalty

even faster intelligence in the future yet

and justice. Norms are guidelines for human

no ethics. Look at the next couple of

being’s behavior in the society linked to

years and ask yourself: Is it correct how

value. Still, what’s good for another might not

Google, Facebook or maybe even your

be good for someone else. Nobody wants

thermostat is using your information? Is it

to harm someone; they will avoid conflicts

creepy that we’ve been followed by social

and sanctions through the social pressure in

networks or is it useful? Is it strange to

order to fit in the ‘normal society’.

have nanorobotics in our bloodstreams

154
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Digital ethics: because our
future depends on it

How far will companies go to recruit you?

- Gerd Leonhard

you? Is it ethical to base your judgment

Can they pay to have information on

on what can be found online? And what
There are four categories of ethics

about monitoring of your employees? The

(Boatright 1999, Cavanagh et al. 1981)

privacy theme should not be ignored by

that are inherent in successful brands:

business; since data has become ‘Big’ and

Utilitarian, Egoism, Moral Relativism and

experiences became ‘Hyper-Personalized’.

Justice.154 With Utilitarian, companies
will measure the customer satisfaction to
maximize value to them, they offer opt
out. Egoism focuses itself on benefits for
businesses. Relativism is a benchmark
against industry leaders, in fact they allow
opt out. And Justice allows opt-in, most of
the time to seek for permission.

It’s hard for companies to define the
boundaries concerning ethics and privacy.
For instance, look at the bad apple and
barrel perspective to see the correlation
between individual and company power
and the way they influence each other. If
you would like to have more information on
this perspective, click here155
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More than Buzzwords

Hyper-Personalization
The rise of Big Data goes hand in hand
with Hyper-Personalization, which is

Traditionally, brands have segmented their markets using demographic or

defined as the use of data to provide

psychographic data to identify groups of people with shared values or interests.156

more personalized and targeted products,

Modern technology makes it possible to speak to millions of customers as though

services, and content. The rapid growth of

they are individuals. With collecting digital and social data, you can enhance the

SNS and other digital channels empowers

quality of information and target customers in new ways.

the collecting of more pertinent customer

157

To understand this, we

will first define the terms Big Data and Hyper-Personalization.

data, which helps businesses creating
brand content that is more interesting and

everyday to extract it.160 The analysis

relevant to their customers.161 Walking the

uncovers patterns and relationships that

road to Hyper-Personalization starts with

human beings can’t link. You can use it to

actively listening to and understanding

make your business more efficient, improve

your audience (as described in chapter 6)

existing products and thereby get a head

to find out what they need.

start on your competitors.

161

If you want to

know more about Big Data, we recommend

How others make use of Big Data

you to look at this video.

So how do you want to benefit from Big
Data? What would you like to improve?

Big Data
The exponential growth in data volumes,
sources and analytics is often referred
to as Big Data.159 It’s everywhere, getting
stronger, and more applications are created

Collecting, analyzing and
understanding big data is
becoming a differentiated
strategy today but will
become a fact of life
tomorrow.162

How do you want to meet the customer’s
needs? It is not one size fits all. For
example, Urban Outfitters in the US
experimented with gender personalization
on its website, showing women’s clothes
to women and men’s clothes to men. This
caused a lot of annoyance among women
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who wanted to shop for their husbands or
boyfriends, so personalization isn’t always
a benefit.158

There are also companies that experiment
with personalized pricing. In 2012, Albert
Heijn (a Dutch supermarket) introduced a
personalized BonusCard called ‘MyBonus’
to its customers. They can receive the card
for free, but get personalized promotions
based on their shopping behavior and
loyalty card data.162 The key to successful
personalized pricing is being transparent
about the practice and ensuring relevancy
for the customer.159

Dutch airline KLM used social graph data to
provide a more personal experience for its

What do customers think about this?

customers with a new Meet & Seat feature.

Of course collecting data about customers

Allowing travellers to choose their seat

will always raise privacy issues. 69%

based on another passenger’s Facebook

consider it creepy that brands use their

or LinkedIn profiles. The passengers could

personal data.150 Therefor, companies must

choose for themselves if they want to use

ask permission to collect information and

this function or not, and how much profile

explain how they will use it to improve the

details they wanted to share with other

customer experience to earn their trust

participating travellers.

(like stated in the ethics theory: Justice).

158
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Evolving Consumer Online
Experience: Tips for
Marketers

they share stays online”. A University of
Vienna study showed that half of Facebook
users who left the platform did it because
of privacy violation. This exemplifies that
people also want a way out. By showing
them that you are responsible and in
control of the data, it will secure user

With new technologies, and especially, with smart devices and wearables, people

confidence and encourage them to give

are now able to obtain more specific information about themselves.163 But, the

information.

trend of the ‘Quantified Self’ is more a windfall for brands, because it allows them
to collect anatomical, behavioral and motivational insights on their customers.

2. Context matters167

The only trick is to know the ethical limits of recent ‘Big Brother’ powers from

With Social Media the instant (the “now”)

companies. With the rise of data-driven personalization strategies new challenges

is fundamental. Companies have to monitor

emerged on reputation damage, recruitment practices, cyberbullying and

and analyze their customers and the world

privacy. You have to ask yourself when it is acceptable to ‘spy’ on your clients and

in real-time to trigger relevant content.

whether or not they want to share information with you. Look at the following

By doing so, you ensure the virality and

tips to help you evolve consumer online experience.

shareability of your content (refer to
chapter 8 for additional information). It’s

1. Be privacy aware and transparent164, 165, 166

also useful when you want to improve

The first step is to be aware of the privacy

a product or a service quickly, or when

regulation and legislation within your

something goes wrong. In chapter 5, we

country and sector. Be transparent by

talked about Findus scandals. With Social

giving updates to your customers on how

Media, the company could minimize brand

you will use their data. A survey reveals

damage almost instantly by removing

that 58% of consumers in the UK “want to

every mislabeled product from the

be able to choose how long information

supermarket.
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3. Encourage voluntary shared data by

to each one of them, by responding to

creating valuable experiences

comments, views, letters, but also by

A research found that 57% of consumers

creating brand content, special event,

are interested in sharing data with a

or collaborative platforms. An example

brand as long as they can benefit from

is Primark’s Primania, a website where

it. Consumers want a win-win situation,

consumers can make their voice heard while

a value exchange. Make it clear: Reward

posting a photo of their outfit.

165, 166

them for their openness and loyalty to
make them feel special and increase your

5. Put it in personalized writing171

reputation. As an example, Foursquare has

To stand out from the rest with hyper-

a new app where they solicit users to select

personalization, use a handwritten note!

their interests and likes to give location-

Look at the photo below: when the

based recommendations and in Songza,

4. Talk to the individuals and not to

customer received its shoes from ‘Garçonne

Netflix ask for your mood to propose you

the crowd

et Chérubain’ they also included a personal

appropriate playlist.

For Andreas Weigend “Most people

note with the name of the client and warm

don’t want to be anonymous. Customers

message. It shows that the company has

want to be treated as individuals”. The

a customer-centric approach and makes

notion of micro-segmentation (breaking

time to interact with the audience. It leaves

large audiences into smaller groups and

them the positive impression that they were

individuals based on different criterias) is

treated individually.

168, 169, 170

essential in your strategy. Your audience has
to be certain they can be vocal to engage
in a long-lasting relationship with you. To
reach the individual, build your presence on
several Social Network Sites; also think of
more traditional strategies. Give attention
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6. Use CSR & Origin as core values to
your brand170, 172, 173
New businesses today must incorporate
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) into
their business model and communication
strategies. A study showed that customers
have high expectations regarding suppliers,
raw materials, manufacturing process and
selling process. Respond to that selectivity
by implementing quality in every aspect
of your brand. For example, The safety,
The Country of Origin, the Country of
Design and the Country of Manufacture
are the most important characteristics that
drive purchase (study by FutureBrand).
By focusing on the top customer choice

7. Integrate data-driven strategies in an

you will optimize your brand and limit the

overall business model170

risk of damaging your reputation. You are

The last tip is to expand from only using

not only satisfying the current customers,

social data. Integrate cross-reference data

you are also attracting new and loyal

in an overall campaign in order to have

stakeholders (link to chapter 5).

a complete view of customer’s needs
and behaviors. Developing an individual
relationship based on trust and ethics will

Note: here is an interesting article to find

help you generate trust, and breed loyalty

tips to reach Millennials ethically.

and engagement.
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The Uncertain Future of
Personalization and Big Data

experience to the point that customers
take for granted the opportunity for
things to be customized. But just like the
example of the dog, we are all individuals
with our own way of perceiving the world.

In 2001, Dreamworks had a pre-screening for children for their animated movie

How can we find common ideologies, If

Shrek. In the middle of the showing, children began screaming in fear directed

we are accustomed to brands catering to

at the main character Fiona.

us? How can we really connect with each

165

It wasn’t due to her fate of becoming an Ogre, but

because she looked so life-like. Dreamworks was in a competition with Pixar to

other if we lose the awareness that other

create a hit animated movie. They were successful in their attempt to advance

people think in various ways?

the realism of their characteristics, however the children were not ready for it.

The very idea of “uncanny valley”

the point of the activity is everyone in

can be extended to data and Hyper-

a class is told to visualize a dog. No

Personalization. This means that data

special circumstances, just visualization.

You don’t need to understand
everything about the
customer, you don’t need
to collect and structure
everything about the
customer, you just need to
have a sense about them.

and personalization are headed onto a

Next, the teacher goes around the room

- Alex Loveless

technological path beyond the knowledge

while everyone shares the type of dog

we have now, right before our eyes.

they imagined. It’s a simple exercise, but

This very phenomenon is called “uncanny valley”. It refers to a leap forward in
technology that outpaces human ability to adapt. The children literally could not
cope with the advancement in technology before them.164

shows how differently people perceive
We are all a little different

things. This example relates to the Hyper-

To understand how different all people are

Personalization we see with companies.

we can refer to the “my dog looks like”

In the world we are living in now, brands

exercise. Popular with teachers,

are constantly personalizing the consumer
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people online. Bluekai focuses on 1 billion
profiles of potential clients around with
world with at least 50 attributes.174 It’s up
for you as a business to remember that
with profit should also come integrity.
Think of all things Facebook knows
about you: age, location, phone number,
email, friends, interests, etc. Behind every
Facebook like and Twitter favorite, is a
code that enables the social network
companies to track users’ movements.
Define what morals and ethics are going
to be the keys to deciding what consumer
information is acceptable for your company
to take.
Defining the limits to Hyper-Personalization
All of this poses some serious questions:
Does all data need to be HyperPersonalized? How much can we know
about our customer? The answer to all of
these questions lies in how you use your
consumer information. With data being
updated so frequently, not many regulation
laws on this information are in place. There
are companies, such as BlueKai, that create
a profit by selling the data collected about
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TRENDS

CONCLUSION

One of the most noticeable trends regarding

identity entirely are growing. The ICLOAK

In the year 2015, children can watch Shrek

privacy are the amount of social media apps

Stik works as a USB plug-in that allows

without being alarmed of what they see.

and new tools that create as much privacy as

people to navigate on all computers

What would have been frightening 10 years

possible. The public is slowly starting to pay

anonymously.

ago- for example, having all ads on your

attention to what information about them

the computer, it will appear as if you’ve never

computer personalized- is now entirely

is being used. So much of it goes unnoticed

been online. This tool highlights the lengths

normal. The degree to which we navigate

that most people don’t pay attention to what

people are now going for their lives to be

through the uncanny valley changes

they are really allowing companies to know

completely private. The amount of time it

rapidly and suddenly over time. Big Data

about themselves. Ello is an ad-free social

takes to protect yourself takes longer than

and Hyper-Personalization are examples

media site that displays an interesting pop-

ever before.

of the way companies are evolving with

175

Once you unplug and restart

up. With it’s very simple black and white

this new digital age. The information

design the company gets right to the point-

paired with data and technology has the

this is about consumer freedom. The image

opportunity to create special moments for

is a screenshot of their Manifesto. You can

your company, when combined effectively.

also find it on their website. Their website

However, there is one important thing that

describes it as a place to Publish full-screen

will not change for a company. Ethics are

images, video, audio, GIFs, and long form

the moral standing ground that will guide

writing in a simple and clean environment

your company into the direction that best

that brings out the best in creativity.

reflects your brand. Navigating through the

Interestingly, the manifesto also serves as the

business world while its meaning of privacy

invitation to join the website.

is changing can be tricky, but by doing
everything morally sound your company

While anti ad blocks have been common
over the years, the new devices to protect

will be something to always be proud of.
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8

Creating
Spreadability

In April 2009, a middle-aged woman from a small city in Scotland
sang in front of millions on “Britain’s Got Talent”. Her voice rang
through the audience’s ears in every form possible: people sitting
in the hall she performed in, YouTube, news outlets, Facebook.
Everyone in the modern world has heard about her. If you Google
her name, Susan Boyle, you find that her music has been upgraded
into HD, people create reaction videos to her music, and her videos
have generated more than 82 million in views.176 Her story is one of
the most spectacular examples to date of how spreadability gets put
into action.177 The same results may not have paid off if it wasn’t for
modern SNS. Throughout this chapter, we will explain how to create
spreadable content and how it’s different than sticky content, give
examples, and tips to be as effective, and provide trends to look for
to continue being spreadable.
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Understanding the Terms
behind Spreadability

To summarize them a little more simply, we
can look at four principles in the media.179

Focus: Stickiness would focus on
individuals. Specific people would be

If there is one word we hear often in today’s society, it’s viral. Twenty years ago, if

the interest for this type of media. For

you said something was viral people would relate it to a disease that’s being shared

spreadability is on ideas. They would rather

rapidly. In today’s world, it still refers to speed but rather than a plague of illness,

promote the content rather than focus on

it’s a plague in the form of videos, images and pieces of information. When talking

the person receiving the information.

about content, it’s essential to know that there is much more to spreadability than
just viral. The difference between “viral” and “spreadable” media has to do with

Audience: For stickiness, they are unified.

the conscious agency of the consumers.

It’s a mass audience at one time with

176

Think of the word viral in the perspective

of someone 20 years ago- nobody chooses for the Flu to be viral, it has its own

same interest. For spreadability, they are

power. With spreadability, things spread because people choose to and it’s up to

diversified. The goal is to have as many

businesses to master how to get people to do that. Additionally to spreadability,

type of people to read the information.

there is something called stickiness.
certain thing at a time. Spreadability,

Material: For stickiness, it’s centralized. The

Sticky vs Spreadable Media

as noted above, focuses on the audience

content is made for a specific platform. For

Stickiness is created to generate

through diverse platforms with as many

example, it could be a TV commercial- the

audience attention and engagement onto

people as possible. It depends on open-

information is best in that one form. For

a specific site or channel. It’s typically a

ended participation by deeply engaged

spreadability, it’s dispersed. The creators

great tool to determine economic value

participants. Companies don’t rely on the

want it to be shared across as much social

such as178: How many views? How long

content itself, but on the audiences to

media as possible.

does it hold attention? How much site

push the video into circulation as much as

traffic did it generate? Its opportunity to

possible.178 The forms spreadability takes

Motivation: For the audience to share

be shared is finite as it focuses on one

are infinite in possibility.

sticky material, it simply attracts their
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attention. They won’t remember it long, but

the way people spread her videos for their

they find it interesting enough to share. For

own personal reasons. However, stickiness

the audience to share spreadable content

is a great tool for capturing the quick

they are motivated by feelings

attention of the consumer. The next section
of this chapter will show where you need to
begin with creating spreadable content.

What this means for an entrepreneur
When it comes to creating content
strategy, think about stickiness just as
much as spreadability.180 By working to
make things spreadable, it will disperse
and withstand platforms all on its
own. Entrepreneurs should focus on
spreadability to motivate sharing and
encourage diverse audiences to actively
engage their content on their own terms.
This is exemplified with Susan Boyle and
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Start of the Process

When social media is correctly used it can
be an advantage for your business. If not,

If you want to go viral with your content, you have to push the little traffic

it could damage your brand’s reputation.

buttons. How do you push those buttons?

Think very carefully about the impact that
content can have on you target group. For

Stories with emotion
According to several studies

instance, The commercial of NationWide
197

people are

shown at the Superbowl in 2015. It’s about

more likely to share positive news as it

the prevention of child accidents, and

brings them joy and amusement. Jonah

premature death. People didn’t want to

Berger says: ‘Use high arousal emotions

share the commercial as consequence of

in your content, emotions make it more

the too emotional content.183 There are

viral’.181 For tapping into emotion, you could

much more mistakes that you don’t have to

create stories, address problems, offer

make, you can find them here.

solutions, share, access extreme emotion
such as excitement or devastation, and

Think about what content can

Reminders when sharing content

adapt mirror language (choose the same

relate to your brand and make you laugh

When generating traffic specifically for

tone of voice of your target audience).

and burst into tears each time you see

business purposes, it’s good to push the

If your content can bring these things, it

it, Create a setting, characters, suspense,

emotion paired with practical buttons.182

will encourage positive gossiping about

curiosity, humor if needed, and you will

It can help motivate your fans and friends

your brand. To create an emotional video,

have a story. And as for articles, you can

to share. A good tool to combine them is

look at the successful example of HelloFlo

think about headings by using comparative

the 80/20 rule, mentioned in chapter 6.

when talking about a sensitive subject:

and superlatives or words like “the most …

Take advantage of the lack of applying

tampons, the poignant example of the

ever”, “amazing”, “stunning” etc. Make it

skills people have and make sure that after

Dutch insurance DELA, or the thrilling

striking like “The 45 most Powerful Images

they read your content, they know what

content of Red Bull.

of 2011” by Buzzfeed.

they have to do.

182
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Therefore, you have to explain how they

through individual social connections. Ties

can implement your advice. After they

between members are stronger and the

implement it, they will make it their own

people operate in decentralized manner.

and share it with their environment.

In hubs a person forms loose social
associations around a central figure, for

Make use of the benefits of communities.

instance you find the same behavior in fan

Your content spreads among groups of

clubs.185 See chapter 1 for more information.

people that will interpret it and make it
their own. After that, group members will

The next section of this chapter will

share their concerns and needs about

continue with characteristics and tips to

your content with each other and their

begin creating the best spreadable content

environment again, and so on, what will

possible.

help increasing your spreadable content.184

To work properly, you have to be aware of
the pools, webs and hubs. In pools people
have loose associations with each other,
but a strong association with the values
of the community. Webs are organized
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Characteristics of Spreadable
Content
In this section we are going to talk more than just spreading content, but what
goes into the creation of the content. The aim of advertisers is to create content
that people want to spread to their friends so that they can integrate it into their
everyday lives.187 In an unpredictable world, virality is part science and part luck.
However, there are 7 types of popular content, based on John Fiske’s definition.
He stated that spreadable content should be open, with gaps wide enough to

they share the joke. Brands can endear
themselves to a particular audience by
showing they understand its sensibilities.190

When producers are part of a
community and understand its
values and shared fantasies,
the content they create
is more likely to resonate
deeply with fellow community
members.191

allow anyone the freedom of interpretation.188 The kinds of content that are most
spreadable are: shared fantasies, humor, parody, unfinished content, timely

3.  Parody links humor to a specific shared

controversy, mystery and rumors.

reference and is based on imitation of

189

Next to explaining these types, we will also

give some matching examples.

serious content.188 Many people find
pleasure in discovering the reference and

Ultimately, people share
viral videos (branded or not)
because they’ve stumbled
across something they think
is worth spreading the word
about, regardless of a brand’s
ulterior motives.186

community that revolves around themes

even produce parodies themselves.190 The

like friendship or nostalgia. For example,

Telfort campaign around an ex-millionaire

there are many baby boomers that derive

that is busy with his journey into a

pleasure when watching images that

profitable life has become a parody on SNS

remind them of their childhood, like toys,

in the Netherlands. The statements this

comics and films.

character makes in the commercials are

189

funny and very well conceived and always
2.  Humor is more than a matter of taste.

1.  Shared fantasies comprise a set

It is a means by which people validate

of values and meanings shared by a

their relationships with those with whom

start with: ‘Who would have thought?’191
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For example the commercial around the

brand designed a newspaper ad where

among the audience, also the six surprising

holidays: ‘Who would have thought? From

people can complete the message that

ways of the announcement of the line-up.193

paradise in the tropics, to tropical aqua

starts with ‘Dear…,’ and share it by making

80 to 90% of the campaign was held online

paradise!’ Many people make their own

a picture.

to engage with the target audience. The

192

version of it when they comment on social

brand used Facebook, Twitter, Instagram,

media messages. The image says:

YouTube, Tumblr and Spotify to disclose

‘Who would have thought? From third

the performing artists. The consumers

at the World Cup to not going to the

could see an updated Spotify playlist

European Championship’.

that might contain the new names, they
received teasers via Instagram and even
the location of the festival was deliberately
not revealed.194 The campaign had a big
effect: Best Kept Secret got a lot of media
attention, 16,500 Facebook followers in five
months and sold out all tickets before the
occurrence of the festival.194
5.  Mystery prompts the audience to

4.  Unfinished content sets the stage for

participate, like the unfinished content.190

6.  Timely controversy is when a content

the audience to initiate further interaction,

With the increase of spreadable media,

creator generates something that involves

causing it to spread.

consumers have to dig deeper to find the

a public controversy that people can relate

wachten?’ (‘Why wait?’) Campaign Dutch

original source of content.188 This causes

to.188 Often when the content spreads

funeral insurance company DELA created

engagement among the audience. The Best

particularly far it represents what the

unfinished content to let people express

Kept Secret festival had a good strategy to

community cares about at the precise time

their appreciation for loved ones, because

create mystery around the launch of their

it is looking for content that might act as

sometimes this only happens if people are

first festival in 2013. Not just the festival

its rallying cry.191

deceased. After several commercials, the

name created tension and expectations

188

In the ‘Waarom
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A study197 found that moderate

7.  Rumors often spreads when it speaks

controversial topics (50/50 love/hate

thoughts that people are compelled by

or for/against subjects) generate more

but lack a language to communicate:

comments and shares because people

informal and temporary constellations of

want to debate and talk about it. If you

speculation.191

look at the studies made with the article
“Content is king” or the “Bonsaï Kitten”

As you can see, spreadable media leaves

hoax, you will notice that controversy

open space for audience participation,

hooked the reader/viewer. If you surprise

provides resources for shared expression,

people and encourage debates you will get

and motivates exchanges through surprising

attention and shares.

or intriguing content. It is content that
people want to share as a meaningful
resource in their ongoing conversations or
offers them some new source of pleasure
and interest. Now that you learned these
tricks of the trade, you can make use of the
strategies described in the next paragraph
to go spread the content!
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Strategies and Tips

1. Social Media Proof – Credibility196, 197
We already saw that being an honest brand

To reference with the different types of contents, we will look at strategies and

is essential to engage with customers.

tips to help you create more shareable content.

With honesty and trust, comes credibility.
According to two studies, one conducted

Strategies

several relevant platforms it will generate

by scientists on The Power of Likes and

Beginning with the strategies, Henry Jenkins

a multiplier effect. Then, don’t forget to

one by Robert Cialdini on door-to-door

labeled eight important ones.195 The first

be relevant and match your content with

charity campaigns, people are more likely

two, named overproduction and formatting

current trends and concerns. Spreadability

to engage, donate, like, or share, when:

may not be the most effective. The first

also means immediacy. Thus, react fast like

• People they know (from a more intimate

one relies on funding a lot of content,

the Oreo Twitter campaign linking the Super

environment like friends, colleagues or

which can be tough economically. While

Bowl blackout or Danette campaign relating

neighbors) already did the same thing

the latter relies on copying what is already

to the French presidential. Furthermore,

working for competitors; a safe path, but

practice consistency. You have to be

without traces of surprise and innovation.

innovative, but steady content will help

Use influencers, experts and customers to

However, the other six strategies can be

the crowd to recognize your brand better.

legitimate your brand and products, and

effective. Indeed, the third and fourth

Irrevocably, don’t neglect the conversation

use the numbers on social media buttons

ones are to make your content available

with your community. If the consumers can

to stimulate the shareability of your

and portable anywhere, at any time, on

see that you are actively responding to

content.

any device. Content must go to the user

them, they will be more disposed to share

and not the opposite. Combine those

your content.

strategies, with the fifth one: the reusability.

• The number of donations, likes etc. is
high.

2. Be a part of something bigger197
More than just optimism content, people

If people can own the content (for example,

To go further into the idea of raising brand

always try to put a more human sense in

by retweeting, sharing, parodying or

awareness, here are 6 tips to increase your

technology and online social media. When

nominating) and if you can share it on

chances of creating contagious content.

you look at the hashtags #PrayforParis
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or #BringBackourgirls, the Ice Bucket

Therefore, engage and share with your

Challenge for ALS charity, or the Surf

community contents that relates to your

Dog Ricochet campaign (see photo)

business but which will also bring people

which donated food for shelter animals in

together.

exchange for likes, you see that people are
willing to share things that matter, bond

3. Aesthetics matters – Quality197, 198, 199

with others and be part of a community.

“According to Jakob Nielsen, 16% of users
read web copy word for word, while 79%
read by scanning a page and picking
out individual words and sentences”
Hierarchize and organize your content to
be more eye-catching by using headings,
subheadings, striking photos, small video
clips, bold keywords, infographics, bullet
points, colors, according the types of
content you want to create. If you are not
a specialist in design, you can still hire an

4. Simplicity197, 200

agency to do it for you. For example, the

The crowd switches easily and quickly

German agency BrandnewIO is specialized

from content to content. To retain their

in finding Instagram Influencers who

attention, keep it simple. Look at the

highlight your product by creating an

commercials for vacuum cleaner Dyson and

attractive sharable photo and make you

how they try to clarify a technical product.

known by their followers.
Indeed, according to a NY Times study,
68% of interviewees said they shared
content to show what they care about.
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5. Velocity197, 201

6. Overall communication strategy202, 203

Brand content examples and social media

Think about creating an all round

contests have often one thing in common:

experience, by linking your content

they all fit in a particular time framework.

to your previous contents or to your

If you look at the ALS charity – “Ice

platforms (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram)

Bucket Challenge”, the nominated only

and website. It will make it easier for

had 24 hours to respond to the video.

people to connect with your brand. When

The same pattern works for every sector.

your content is ready, flood relevant

For example, with Marc Dorcel – “Sans

networks by targeting a specific audience.

les mains” campaign, where people could

Afterwards, don’t forget to investigate how

watch free porn for only a week if they

people talk about your post by measuring

pressed the “ASPL” letters on a keyboard.

engagement and listening to the crowd.

What drives people is that sense of

It will help you improve your content and

immediacy and scarcity. Deadlines gave a

make it always more spreadable.

feeling of urgency that triggers people to
look, like, test and share in the instant.

For more tips and useful examples to help
you spread your content, click here.
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TRENDS

CONCLUSION

After conveying the right message and

It helps you build a targeted Twitter

When Susan Boyle took the stage, she had

defining a good strategy, you still have

following.

no idea her success would spread the way

to make sure your content goes up in the
social network air.

it did. Her powerful voice and story evoked
Another idea that helps you spread your

emotions in people from all over the world.

content is to make sharing the purpose

The success behind her story is majorly

of your product. GoPro used this smart

attributed to the way she captured people’s

strategy that complements their tagline ‘be

emotions and gave them a reason to share

a hero’. It emphasizes that cameras are for

her videos, even if it was subconscious

sharing adventures and impressing your

on her part. Susan’s story is a lesson to

friends. The company doesn’t brag about

learn from and one that your brand can

product specifications or features, instead

achieve success with. As we’ve discussed

show actual user’s experience; making

in the chapter, it comes down to creating

customers their best marketing tool.

spreadability and stickiness. Motivate your
customers to actively spread the word

There are different tools to help you

about your brand. Like all good commercials

optimize your brand’s social media

and promotions, the ones you remember

presence. With Edgar you can schedule

most are the ones most emotional. The

social media updates and increase the

7 types of popular content, 8 strategies

chance your audience will be reached by

to look from and 6 tips for increasing

an update. Spreading your content will take

spreadability have all been provided in

less of your time, because of the automatic

this chapter to help do this. The more you

scheduling. Narrow also uses automation,

can evoke to the range of more intense

but for connecting and engaging relevant

human feelings, the more spreadable and

users on Twitter.

successful your content will become.
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cultivated so tediously – we think we’ve
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“Social Media and
Technology are
not the agents of
change. They are
just tools. We, the
connected people,
are the agents of
change.”
- Stuart J Ellman
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Definition Box

Definition Box
product Apple releases, their community
PR & Marketing, what is the difference?

Group or tribes: A group or a tribe is a

will rush to have it. Or Nike, which creates

Marketing is used to sell the company’s

selection of your network, congregating

many communities (divided in different

product and services. PR is more indirect,

around common grounds and values. The

sports, gender, content...) around itself.

striving to develop and maintain an

tribe definition emerged in the early 1980.

(Muniz & O’Guinn)

organization’s relationships and reputation.

These forms of network need a place

PR is a less visible process, focusing on the

to gather and exchange new ideas and

Web community: A strong and stable

image and identity of the organization. The

opinions. E.g.: Within tribes and groups we

community, based on various and valuable

essence of marketing relationships between

can find two sub-group/small concepts:

interaction between its members. More

organizations and customers is exchange.

• Pool: People gather around an interest

than just exchanging opinions, they also

However, an exchange relationship is

(Being in a group of communication

share their experience, their expertise; they

often not enough. Consumers expect

experts on Linked In, or being a vintage

motivate and finance each other, or give

organizations to be concerned for the

car owner – it does not matter what

advice.

welfare of others, even if it gets little or

brand of the car a person has, as long as

E.g.: Cancer Survivors Network, BBG Girls,

nothing in return. This is called a communal

it’s old.)

Freeletics members, Outdoorseiten

relationship. Organizations benefit by

• Hub: People gather around a personality

building a reputation for being concerned

E.g. Tiger Woods, Justin Bieber, Nadal

about these relationships and experience

(Arie Van Baarle, Seth Godin, Michel

more support and trust from their public

Maffesoli, Susan Fournier & Lara Lee)

over the long term. In this way, PR adds

(Susan Fournier & Lara Lee - Getting Brand
Communities Right.)

Team: A team is a smaller group of people
working together with purpose, deadline,

1

Brand community: Brand communities

and rules. They also use a certain pattern

are more specific – they need a brand to

and metric to work together.

Network: People connected no matter how,

connect with each other.

E.g.: It often refers to teamwork within a

why, what. (Arie Van Baarle)

E.g.: Apple Inc. No matter what type of

firm or a university. (Arie Van Baarle).

value to an organization.
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